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Advanced amphitheater
The crown jewel of the Eric P. Newman Education Center is its futuristic auditorium for 450.
There, School of Medicine faculty teach area physicians in continuing education programs;
cardiology and pathology students share research with peers and professors; and St. Louis
community groups hold presentations. Audiovisual and teleconferencing equipment includes
dual rear-screen projection that can produce 30- by 16-foot images on the wall-sized screen,
and an imaging unit that projects on screen whatever the speaker writes on the lectern sur
face. The year-old Center is operated by the School of Medicine and joint-owned by the
School, Barnes-Jewish Hospital, St. Louis Children's Hospital, and the Central Institute for the
Deaf.
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Ferris Wheel Axle
Is Long-and Lost

Carol Diaz-Granados examines World's Fair
artifacts unearthed in Forest Park.

Carol Diaz-Granados (I.) is searching for a part
a big part-of the 1904 St. Louis World's Fair.
Diaz-Granados, research associate and instructor
in anthropology in Arts and Sciences, is trying
to pinpoint the location of the axle from the
fair'S spectacular 26S-foot-high Ferris wheel, one
of the most magnificent attractions. It had 36
observation cars, each the size of a bus. The cars
were so big that during the seven-month fair,
two weddings took place in them-one on
horseback. But the Ferris wheel was not modu
lar, and when the fair ended, no one wanted to
try taking it completely apart. So it was dyna
mited and hauled off for scrap metal. But the
70-ton, 40-foot-long axle was too heavy for
available equipment to lift or cut, so-as the
legend goes-it was buried in its place. Diaz
Granados plans to determine its location
through two methods: ground-penetrating
radar that is cross-checked with a magnetome
ter reading. The result will be a graph of a one
quarter-acre area, a grid that will show every
thing buried there. Artifacts from Diaz
Granados' digs are part of the exhibit "Meet
Me at the Fair: Memory, History, and the 1904
World's Fair" at the Missouri Historical Society,
in Forest Park.

This fall, th e School of
Engineering and Applied
Science will welcom e its first
class of undergradu a te stu
dents pursuing tw o new
degrees offered by th e School.
An estimated 50 freshmen
will set their sights on ei ther
a bach elor o f scie nce deg ree
in biomedical engin ee ring
(B.S.-B.M.E.) or a bac h elor of
science degree with a major
in biomedical engineering
science (B.S.-B.M.E.S.). The
fi rst degree is a n accred ited
professional deg ree, while the
second has been designed pri
marily as a pre m ed ica l option .
The new degrees will be

offered initially by an inter
departmental program
h eaded by Sa lvatore Sutera,
professor and c hair of
mechanical engineering.
Christopher I. Byrnes,
dean of th e engineering
school, says the new pro
gram joins two outstanding
Washington University
strengths-engineering a nd
biom ed icine-a nd provides
an increasing number of
interes ted stude nts with new
engineering optiOns. He says
th e interes t in biomedical
engineering is high among
prospective University engi
neering students. Of about
1,800 engineering school
applicants for fall 1996, 389
indicated biomedical engi
neering as th eir choice of
maj or.
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Engineering School
Offers Two New
Degrees This Fall

WASHINGTON UNIVERS IT Y

Conversation at
Dinnertime Isn't
Just Small Talk
Perhaps it cou ld be said th at
families who din e togeth er
migh t "define" together as
well. Washington University
researchers led by Diane E.
Beals, assistant professor of
education in Arts and
Sciences, have found that
preschoolers who are includ
ed in th eir parents' meal
tim e cha ts have e nhanced
reading and language skills.
By testin g the vocabular
ies of children from 85 dif
fer e nt famil ies, Beals learned
that three- and four-year
olds who consis tently lis
ten ed at dinnertime to
words they didn ' t know
scored better on vocabulary
tests give n at age five th a n
children who had not been
exposed to such words by
their parents.
Beals' study suggests that
the converge nce of family
members at the dinner
table provides an exce ll e nt
opportunity fo r toddlers to
increase th eir co nversa
tional vocabu lary.

Senility Not
Inevitable
Part of Aging
Alzheimer's disease becomes
increasingly common with age
with up to one in two people
succumbing by the age of 85. So
must we fear dementia? A long
term study in the School of
Medicine suggests that senility is
not an inevitable part of aging.
Alzheimer'S disease is diagnosed
after death by the presence in
the brain of telltale flakes of a
protein called beta-amyloid.
In the new study, reported on
in the March issue of the journal
Neurology, researchers led by

John C. Morris, associate profes
sor of neurology and assistant
professor of pathology, report
that normal aging brains are not
full of amyloid plaques and that
seemingly healthy people with
plaques may in fact have incipi
ent dementia. "We conclude
that beta-amyloid is not deposit
ed in normal aging but instead
may be the initial pathological
sign of Alzheimer's disease,"
Morris said .

law School Plans
Building Dedication
The School of Law is anticipat
ing a banner year of celebration
in honor of the completion of
its new building in December
1996. A range of law school
events and activities will begin
in early 1997 to celebrate this
milestone in School of Law his
tory, culminating with the for
mal building dedication on
September 26, 1997. United
States Supreme Court Justice
Sandra Day O'Connor will
speak at the event.
In order to allow more law
school alumni to join in the
dedication celebration, the 1997
School of Law Reunion Weekend
is planned for September 26-27
instead of the usual Commence
ment weekend, so mark your
calendars and make plans to par
ticipate in the coming year's
events!

WU Works
for Cleaner
St. Louis Air
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Washington University is
participating in the St. Louis
Regional Clean Air
Partnership (SLRCAP). a
coalition of major employ

White.
vice chancel

ers in the St. Louis region.
SLRCAP is working to
reduce ozone-creating emis

appointed by Chancellor
Mark S. Wrighton. which
has developed a plan for
responding to "Ozone
Action Days" when weather
conditions may produce high
ozone levels. Typically. only

sions during periods in
which the ozone levels
exceed the federal air-quali
ty standard. Gloria W.

lor for Human
Resources. chairs a
University-wide committee.

summers have
reached this peak
level. The St. Louis region
does not meet the federal
air-quality standard for
ozone air pollution.
Failure to comply triggers
federal mandates that can
greatly affect the regional
economy.

DNA Sequence of
Yeast Completed

sequencing effort began in
1989 under the direction of
Andre Goffeau, a biochemist
at the Catholic University of
Researchers at the School of
Louvain-La-Neuve in Belgium;
Medicine are among the
he coordinated a network of
international collaborators
more than 70 laboratories in
who announced in April that
the European Union. The
they have deciphered the
Europeans sequenced 55 per
complete genetic instruc·
cent of the genome; the Sanger
tions for making a cell of
baker's yeast. The achievement Centre in England, 17 percent;
Washington U., 15 percent;
marks the sequencing of the
Stanford University, 7 percent;
largest genome to date-more
McGill University, in Canada,
than 12 million base pairs of
4 percent; and the Institute
DNA. It also provides the first
sequence of an organism whose of Physical and Chemical
Research, in Japan, 2 percent.
cells are like those of humans.
Researchers already have
uncovered the functions of
several human disease genes,
Corrections
based on their experiments
We regret that the article
with yeast.
"Olympic Gold" in the Summer
Experiments
issue did not carry a credit line
:\\=-" \
revealed, for exam
stating that caption information
ple, that a recently and five photographs of the
discovered gene
1904 Games appeared courtesy
that raises the risk
of the Missouri Historical Society,
for one type of
in St. Louis. In the same feature,
colon cancer nor
a photo caption incorrectly stat
mally is involved in
ed the age of the gates to
repairing damage to
Francis Field, which were built
DNA. The quest to
in 1914 to commemorate the
interpret the
1904 Games. • Tam Le, A.B. '96,
genome of yeast,
whose last name did not appear

Saccharomyces
cerevisiae, began

in the 1950s; the
modern yeastFALL 1996

beneath last issue's inside cover
photograph, is actively pursuing
his dance career.
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
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Student Efforts Aid
St. louis Community

laughter Is Best Medicine
In the 1996 first-year medical students' class
show, David Dorr (I.) and Matt Moore present
one of a number of "anatomy awards"; some
of the categories in the parody of the Oscars
include Wackiest Metabolic Disorder, Best
Male Pattern Baldness in the Field of Medical
Education, and Best Exam Question and
Answer.

Elkin's Last Novel Wins
National Award
The late Stanley Elkin's last
novel, Mrs. Ted Bliss, won
the 1995 National Book
Critics Circle Award in the fic
tion category-the second
time an Elkin novel has
received the award. (Carl
Phillips, assistant professor
and writer-in-residence in the
English department and in
the African and Afro
American Studies Program in
Arts and Sciences, was nomi
nated in the poetry catego
ry.) Elkin's novel George Mills
won the 1982 National Book
Critics Circle Award.

4
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Mrs. Ted Bliss was published
posthumously by Hyperion in
August 1995. It is the story of a
widow in her 80s whose staid
life in a Miami condominium
takes adventurous turns when
she makes a new set of
friends. Elkin wrote 17
books-10 novels,
two volumes of
novellas, one
book of
short

FALL 1996

Programs aimed a t red uci ng
chi ld abuse, preve n ting teen
violence, and copin g wi t h
hig h st ude n t·turnove r rates
a t an elemen tary school are
jus t a few of the pro jects t ha t
stud e n ts take on in a new
interd iscip linary comm un ity
deve lopmen t course.
"Crea tin g Healt hy Urban
En vironmen ts" is offered by
t he School of Archi tectu re
and t he George Warre n
Brown School o f Socia l Work .
Stude n ts wo rk in sma ll teams
with community leaders.
Designed to train stu dents
in neighborhood assessme nt
a n d pla n ning and provide
hands-o n exre rie nce work in g
with neig h bor hood groups,
t he course is co-taugh t by
.I oh n Robertson, assistant
p rofessor of soc ia l work, and
Je rry Breaksto n e, affili ate
ass istant p ro fessor of a rc h i
tecture. Rober tson focuses on
socia l and economic fac tors
tha t structure a comm u ni ty,
and Breakstone disc usses
th e neighborh ood as a p hysi
cal space in w h ic h subt le
changes can make impor ta nt
differences in th e lives o f
residen ts.

titled "The Stanley Elkin Show"
featured a sampling of archival
material and was on display
through June in the Olin
library's Special Collections.
Additionally, Washington
University libraries selected a
first-edition copy of Mrs. Ted
Bliss as its benchmark 3 mil
lionth acquisition in March.
Elkin was the Merle Kling
Professor of Modern
letters in the Depart
ment of English in
Arts and Sciences
from 1983 until

Freshman Renee Jaffee (r.)
reads aloud the names of

••
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Remembrance Day).
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Entrepreneurs Emerge
from Business School
Student "Hatchery"
At t he John M. O lin Sc hoo l of

Business' Ma nagemen t Cen te r,
stud en ts, e n treprene u rs, a n d
inves tors have joined forces to
crea te a firsthand, rea l world o f
entrep reneurship ca ll ed th e
Hatch ery.
In the Ha tc hery, tea m s of
th ree or four studentS- juniors,
sen iors, and seco nd-yea r MBA
stud e n ts-work on ideas for
t heir own businesses, or th ey
collabora te with en trep reneurs
fro m th e commu n ity w ho w is h
to im p leme n t th eir own busi ness
ideas. During th e sem es ter, the
teams crea te business p lans a n d
ora l presen tati ons to s how to rea l '
ven ture capi ta lists wh o m igh t
choose to in ves t in th e p la ns.
Russe ll Roberts, ad ju nc t asso
cia te professo r of busin ess eco
nomics and direc tor of the
Manage me n t Cen ter, created
t he innova tive progra m . Tea ms
also a tte nd workshops o r work
priva tely wi th a rea bu siness
experts and fac ulty m e m bers .
Stu den ts also can get a o n e
percen t eq uity stake in a b usi
ness that is u lti mate ly fun ded
by investors.

~

Washington People

Archaeologist Helps
Preserve Ancient
Hominid Footprints
Last summer, archaeologist
Fiona Marshall led a team
that excavated tree roots that
were threatening the oldest
hominid footprints ever
found, the Laetoli footprints
in Tanzania, Africa. Marshall,
associate professor of anthro
pology in Arts and Sciences,
was part of an international
team commissioned to re
excavate and preserve the
only known early hominid
footprint trail, dated at 3.5
million years old. The foot
prints, first discovered in
1978 by famed paleontolo
gist Mary Leakey, show
where three hominids
walked across an open plain
and are easily the most dra
matic evidence of early
bipedalism. In 1979, after
Leakey and her team excavat
ed and studied the foot
prints, they carefully reburied
them under about
two feet of soil.
In recent years,
more and more
trees and shrubs
grew in the track-

The Board of Trustees at
Washington University has
elected six new members to
serve four-year terms: John
W. Bachmann, managing
principal of the Edward
Jones investment firm; Carl
R. (Ray) Holman, chair
man and chief executive
officer of Mallinckrodt
Group Inc.; Katherine B.
Magrath, B.S.B.A. '63,
partner and chief invest
ment officer of ValueQuest
Ltd., of Marblehead,
Massachusetts; Craig D.
Schnuck, chairman of the
board and chief executive
officer of Schnuck Markets
Inc.; Horace Wilkins, Jr.,
president (Missouri) of
Southwestern Bell Telephone
Company; and Arnold B.
Zetcher, B.S.B.A. '62,
president and chief execu
tive officer of Talbots, of
Hingham, Massachusetts.
Current Trustees re-elect
ed to four-year terms are:
Raymond F. Bentele,
retired president and chief
executive officer of Mallin
ckrodt Inc., and Andrew C.
Taylor, president of
Enterprise Rent-A-Car.
Three individuals associ
ated with Washington
University are among 159
fellows and 26 foreign hon
orary fellows elected to the
American Academy of Arts
and Sciences for their distin
guished contributions to sci
ence scholarship, public
affairs, and the arts:
Richard H. Popkin, pro
fessor emeritus of philoso
phy; Robert B. Shapiro,
chairman and chief execu
tive officer of Monsanto
Company and WU Trustee;
and Mona Van Duyn,
Pulitzer prize winner, the
nation's first female Poet
Laureate, and lecturer in
English.
Louis J. Donati, super
intendent of schools in
St. James, Missouri, for 32
years and former principal
of St. James High School,
has been named an honorary
alumnus of Washington
University. Donati, who has
enjoyed a 53-year career in
education in northeast
Phelps County, attended
Washington U. many years
ago but was unable to com
plete his doctoral program.

way. Scientists say the foot
prints were made when
hominids walked through a
fresh fall of volcanic ash that
was moistened by rain.
The international team, a
collaboration between the
Getty Conservation Institute
(GCT), in California, and the
Tanzanian government, is re
excavating, documenting, and
conserving the footprints and
developing a plan for protect
ing them for posterity. The
whole project is scheduled to
take one or two more years.

S. Bruce Dowton,
associate dean for medical
education and director of
the Division of Medical
Genetics in the medical
school's Department of
Pediatrics, has been named
associate vice chancellor for
medical education.
David M. Kipnis,
Distinguished University
Professor of Medicine and
professor of molecular
biology and pharmacology
in the School of Medicine,
was elected to a three-year
term on the Council of the
National Academy of
Sciences.
Carol S. North, assistant
professor of psychiatry in
the School of Medicine,
was honored May 6 with
the American Psychiatric
Association's Francis
Braceland Public Education
Award at the APA's 149th
annual meeting in New York.
Marcus E. Raichle,
professor of radiology and
co-director of the Division
of Radiation Sciences at the
Mallinckrodt Institute of
Radiology, is one of 60 new
members elected to the
National Academy of
Sciences. He also is professor
of neurology at the School
of Medicine and a senior
fellow with the University's
McDonnell Center for Studies
of Higher Brain Function.
Peter H. Raven, the
Engelmann Professor of
Botany in the Department of
Biology in Arts and Sciences
and director of the Missouri
Botanical Garden, received
the 1995 Sasakawa Environ
ment Prize from the United
Nations Environment
Programme, in recognition
of his contributions to the
protection and management
of the world environment.
Robert Wiltenburg,
adjunct associate professor
of English and director of
the Washington University
Summer School, became
dean of University College in
Arts and Sciences on July 1.
Wiltenburg, formerly associ
ate dean of University
College, succeeds Wayne
Fields, professor of English
in Arts and Sciences, who
was named director of the
American Culture Studies
Program in Arts and Sciences.

~
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Guyer Receives
Dentistry Award
Samue l E. Guyer, D.D.S. '52,
professor emeritlls of restora
tive den ti stry, has received
the George H. Moulton
Achi eve m e nt Award from the
American Acad e my of Fixed
Prosthodon tics. He has been a
member of th e academy for
more than 34 years and was
its 27th president.
Guyer joined th e Schoo l of
Dental Med icine faculty in
1952; h e was named professor
of crown and bridge prostho
dont ics in 1961 and was clin
ic director for th e Sc hoo l
from 1960 to 1969. In 1977
he became chairman of the
Department of Res torative
Dentistry.
Guyer is the 1993 recipient
of the dental school's Di stin
gui shed Alumni Award and
still practices clinica l prostho
dontics.

-----~

Edison
Theatre 1996-97
OVATIONS!
The Nylons
Sept. 20, 21
Danny Hoch in "Some
People"
Sept. 28
Doug Varone and Dancers'
Oct. 4, 5, 6
The Reduced Shakespeare
Company in "The Bible: The
Complete Word of God
(abridged)"
Oct. 25, 26
Merce Cunningham Dance
Company'
Jan . 31; Feb. 1, 2
Jane Lapotaire in
"Shakespeare As I Knew Her"
Feb. 7, 8
The David Grisman Quintet
Feb. 21
Andy Statman and David
Grisman play "Songs of Our
Fathers" ••
Feb. 22
Streb/Ringside in
"POPACTION'"
Mar. 14, 15, 16

6
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Zap ·M ama·
Mar. 21
String Trio of New York &
Bang On A Can All-Stars
Mar. 22
Sweet Honey In The Rocko
at Powell Symphony Hall
Apr. 5
Nuyorican Poets Cafe Live!+
WU West Campus Conference
Center
Apr. 11, 12

ovations! f or young people
The Nylons
Sept. 21
Mick Moloney and Friends
Oct. 27
String Trio of New York &
Bang On A Can All-Stars
Mar. 22
Sweet Honey In The Rocko
at Powell Symphony Hall
Apr. 6
'Co-sponsored wit h Dance S1. Lo uis.
**Co-sponsored wi th th e S1. Lou is
Hillel Center.
-Co-sponsored with Wired Women
Productions.
°Co-sponsored wi th The St. Louis
Symphony and The Center of
Contemporary Ar.ts.
+Co-sponsored with Washi ngton
Universi ty's Internat ional Wrr ter.s
Center.
Program subjecc co change
FALL 1996

Performing Arts
Department
1996-97 Season
Dance Close-Up
Sept. 5-7
The Importance of Being
Earnest
Oct.4-6,11-13
A Dybbuk or Between Two
Worlds: A Dramatic Legend in
Four Acts
Nov. 15- 17, 22-24
Washington University Dance
Theatre
Dec. 6- 8
An Evening of One Acts:
Vinegar Tom and
Hamletmachine
Jan. 23-26
The Girl From Clare
Feb. 14-16,21-23
Cabaret
Apr. 4-6, 11-13
A .E. Hotchner Playwriting
Competition
Apr. 24-27

For more program and tick
et information, please ca ll
the Edi so n Theatre box
office at 3 14-935-6543.

Donald C Royse

WU Professor
Nabs Prague
Fugitive
Verdi's dark opera Rigo/etto set
an ominous tone for Donald C.
Royse, professor of architecture,
on the evening of March 6. Just
hours after attending the opera
in the Czech Republic capital of
Prague, Royse found himself
wrestling with his own antago
nist-a convicted double-murder
er who had broken into the

THE
Research Notes

C L U B
1996 Sports Hall of
Famers Named
Washington U.'s 1996 inductees
to the W Club Sports Hall of
Fame are:
• Carl Bauer (Sw immin g
Coach, 1926-31): Coach ed the
Bears to five Missouri Valley
Conference titles in six years.
• Charles Cain, A.B. '52,
M.A. '53 (Basketba1l): Became
the first player to top the 300·
point plateau for single-season
scoring (369 points).
• George Chopin, A.B. '8 7
(Soccer): The Bears' all-tim e
leader in goals scored (61) and
a two-time All-American.
• Marc Gluckman, A.B. '84
(Baseball): Holds four of the
Bears' top five pitching marks,
including strikeouts (306) and
games won (28) .

apartment rented by Royse and
a friend while vacationing in
Prague to tour the city's eclectic
architecture.
Royse was roused from sleep
by a commotion outside his door
and walked into the hallway to
find his friend Frank Pond, a city
employee of Oak Park, Illinois, and
the apartment owner's teenage
son at the mercy of a gun-wield
ing criminal, a prison escapee
named Ladislav Winkelbauer.
Royse says Winkelbauer "was
turning lights off and on in the
apartment and acting deranged.
He asked me to stand in front of a
metal square on the wall; he was
afraid it would gas him. When the
criminal shot a mirror that shat
tered into a million pieces-it
sounded like a cannon going off in
that small hallway-we remained
quiet to keep from agitating him."
As Winkelbauer loosened his
grip on the gun, Pond pushed the
criminal's hand up into the air, and
Royse grabbed the gun. The two

• Karen Hermann, A.B. '91
(Basketball ): Ranks iirst in career
scori ng (1 ,360) and rebounding
(693).
• AI Iezzi, '37 (Footba ll): One
of WU's fam ed "Iron Men" who
captured two Missouri Valley
crowns.
• Bob Kriegshauser, B.S.B.A.
'54 (Basketball): Became the first
player in WU history to average
more than 20 points pe r ga me
(20.5 in 1953-54).
• Bob Light, B.S. '50,
M.A. '57 (Basketba ll /Tennis):
Named WU Athlete of the Year
and hecame the winningest bas
ketball coach at Appalachian
State University (1957-72).
• Kathy (Berselt) Wight,
B.S.B.A. '91 (Volleyball): Helped
lead the Bears to their initial
national title in 1989 and a sec
ond-place finish in 1990.
The distinguished service
recipient is:
• I.E. Millstone, B.S. '27:
Lifetime m ember of WU's Board
of Trustees and a suppo rter of the
Athletic Compl ex and the swim
ming pool, which bears his name.

struggled, and Royse gained con
trol of the gun and faced his
attacker. "I didn't have my finger
on the trigger," he says. "I did
not want to shoot him. I
announced to Frank that I was
going to hit the guy over the
head." Royse subdued the crimi
nal and put down the gun. "I had
my knees on his stomach and his
hands restrained." Police arrived
at the scene, summoned by the
teen who had escaped and called
for help 10 minutes earlier.
Royse, who returned home
March 9, says that the most inter
esting media treatment of his
ordeal was an article in a Prague
newspaper, announcing the city's
latest visitor's activity-the
"catch-a-criminal" touring trip. "It
went something like this: We'll
take you to the palace, the the
ater, the opera, and then allow
you one-and-a-half hours to catch
a criminal," Royse says. "This may
have been a dig at the police. The
Czechs have humor."

Heart failure and depression
Judith A. Skala, nurse
coordinator of the
Behavioral Medicine
Center in the School of
Medicine, is principal
investigator of a research
team that reports that
depression is not related
to illness severity in
patients with congestive
heart failure. At the annu
al meeting of th e American
Psychosomatic Society, the
team reported that patients
wth congestive heart fail
ure often demonstrate
symptoms of depreSSion,
but the severity of their
depression is not necessa r
ily related to the severity
of their heart problems.
Water and the early solar
system
Ernst Zinner, research pro
fessor in the departments
of physics and of earth
and planetary sciences, in
Arts and Sciences, is co
author of an article in the
February 22 issue of Nature
stating that aqueous
processes on small plane
tary bodies occurred with
in fewer than 20 million
yea rs after the be&rinning
of the solar system's for
mation . After analyzing
mineral samples from two
meteorites, Zinner and two
co lleagues from Germany
report that water on plan
etary bodies was present
some 30 million years ear
lier in the evolution of the
solar system than previ
ously had been shown.
Soft bedding and infant
suffocation
In addition to the prob
lem of babies sleeping on
their stomachs, soft bed
ding products such as pil
lows and comforters may
increase the risk of infant
death due to suffocation,
says James Kemp, assistant
professor of pediatrics in
the School of Medicine.
Kemp and his collabora
tors at the U.S. Consum er
Product Safety Commis
sion and the University of
Maryland have directly
linked the rebreathing of
carbon dioxide to deaths
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from Sudden Infant Death
Syndrome (SIDS) in babies
sleeping on their stom
achs.
New phase in human genome
project
The School of Medicine is
one of six feci pien ts of
major grants from the
National Center for Human
Genome Research at the
Nationa l Institutes of
Health. The three-year
awa rd will allow the
School's Genome Sequenc
ing Center to systematical
ly sequence parts of the
human ge nome to un cover
genes and other structures.
The first year of funding
will provide $6.7 million.
Laser treatment for viral
diseases and cancer
John-Stephen Taylor, asso
ciate professor of chem
istry in Arts and Sciences,
has shone new light on a
potential way to treat viral
diseases and cancer. He has
created a modified piece of
DNA that can be fragment
ed when exposed to ultra
violet light by laser. Once
broken into two, the
longer piece of the modi
fied DNA binds to a target
site-a virus or cancer
and makes the target dys
functional. The break
through provides scientists
with new ways to battle
viruses and cancers and
may change or even dis
place chemotherapy.
Molecular cause of dwarfism
David M. Ornitz, assistant
professor of molecular
biology and pharmacology
in the School of Medicine,
is a member of a research
team that has discovered
the workings of the gene
that causes achondropla
sia, a form of dwarfism
thought to occur once in
every 14,000 births.
Researchers identified a
growth factor receptor
associated with the achon
droplasia gene and how it
affects normal and abnor
mal bone lengthening. The
study results appeared in
the June 1996 issue of
Nature Genetics.
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"Gray Dorsey is
a man of grea t
intellect and
knowledge-yet
he's so person
able and commu
nica tive! I feel h o nored to ha ve
been in hi s class in international
law, to have been in communica
ti o n with him sin ce law school,
and to be hi s friend.
"S tud e nts so m e tim es asked ques
tions in class that might have
see m ed foo lish , but he would start
a group discussion that showed the
questions were n o t foo ltsh at all.
He go t the stude nts talking back
and for th , a nd h e was part of the
discussion with th e m. He never
m ade a nyone fee l inferior, and I
think tha t's a g rea t character trait.
He inspired hi s classes.
"Professo r Dorsey gave our read
ings a practica I rea Ii ty and often
related the day's h eadl ines to what
we studi ed. He made complex mat

Huston Smith

June Rodgers :
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the Na!)el Professor Emeritus of Jurisprudence and International law

Walter Rawls:

Professor of Philosophy, 1947- 1958

.. June Deicke Rodgers, A.B. '49, a
retired church educator, is
widowed and li ves near her
three daughters in Austin,
Te xas.

................. ....

Gray Dorsey,

G
ashington University's superb
teachers have changed the Iives of
the many students who have
learned from them. Here, three
alumni describe faculty whose
lessons will last a lifetime.

" In my seni o r
yea r I enrolled in
a new philosop h y
course: co mpara
tive religion,
taught by Hu ston
Smith. He was very young, and
you couldn't help but like him.
beca use of his smile, hiS humtllty,
his affability.
"His classes were always intri gu
ing, and included ideas stud er;ts
always fight through. He dldn t lec
ture from beginning to end - th e
class members were free to make
comments-but we took a trem en 
dous amount of notes. There was
no textbook on comparative reli 
gions a t the time; perha ps tha t's
why he wrote his book in 1958
[The Religions of Man, retitled
Th e World's Religions, 1991 , Harpe r
Collins]. We read translation s of
original writings and learn ed so
much .
" Huston Smith was different
from other teache rs. He h ad a dif
ferent agenda. He thought the spiri
tual journey was important and
didn't hesitate to say so. He was
one of the few teachers 1 ever had
wh o held us after the bell rang if he
hadn't finished what he was saying.
We also took field trips-we visited
a Jewish Friday-night service indi
vidually, for example, and the
Vedan ta SOCiety [a cen ter for the
teaching of philosophical
Hinduism] as a group.
"I taped his entire series on PBS
last spring with Bill Moyers [Tile
Wisdom of Faith}. His teachlI1g IS a
part of who I am."

N S

ters easy to und erstand. He always .
encoura ged his st ud e nts to give th e ir
thou ghts. Hi s classes were never bor
ing I ca n te ll yo u th a t!
';He was a master o f th e Eng li sh lan
guage. His id eas are just fantasti c; th ey
still make me think. I've worked 10
internatio nal finance and law, and
with the U.N ., and I've been in con ta c t
with governme nts in tro ubled spo ts
and I' ve found again a nd agam tha t
what h e sa id in law schoo l was true.
"Now he's writin g a book seri es,
1l1riscultllre. I've read th e first three vol
umes, Greece and Rome, india, and
China (Transac ti o n Books, 1989-1993):
I beli eve th ey are writings for th e ages.
He's very well versed in philosophy
and social histo ry.
"He's a wond erful person. r cons id
er Gray Dorsey one o f th e truly o ut
standing men I've m et. "
.. Walter C. Rawls, Jr., J.D. '58, is presi·
dent of Biomagnetics
A1.~
International Inc., a scientific
research company. He lives in
Jacksonville, Fl orida.

:....•....................... ~ .•.•...•.•.•...•.•..•... ......................
Eugene M. Bricker,

M.D. '34, Professor Emeritus of Clinical Surgery

Ray Richardson :

"D urin g our fresh
man year, a we l
come lun c htime
diversion was tak
ing o ur brown
bags to the sur
gery observa ti on rooms at Barnes
Hosp ita l. We became en thraU ed
with th e cade n ce of surgery, and
Dr. Euge n e Bricker.soo n wa s o n e
of o ur favori te pertormers. La te r
o n as a surgica l reSident, I und e r
stood why Dr. Bricker wa s a rol e
m ode l for so m any of us.
"We tri ed to emu la te his amaz
in g surgical tec hniqu e, forged in
St. Louis und er the dnectlon o f
Dr. Evar ts Graham and tempered
at Eu ropean base h ospitals d uring
Worl.d War II-but in retrospec t,
th ere was so mu ch m ore . We were
really being exposed to a behavioral
a nd e thi ca l calc ulus, a templa te of
citi zen ship th a t would persist
despite chan ges in surgica l style.

"Not that h e wasn't hum a n! What
great delight h e took in o utpe rfo rm
ing hi s resid ent on th e squa sh co urt
or the golf course. And because of hi s
professional behavior, coolness und er
fire, and un endin g supp ly of droll
stories, long, stren uo us surgica l pro
cedures becam e ente rtainm ent.
"His contributions to the scien tifi c
literature include a bibliography too
extensive to mention, but history
will remember him always as an
innovator who solved many of sur
gery's frustrating problems.
"In these days \·vhen decision s
regarding patients are obfuscated by
managed care, profits, and protocolS,
perhaps we should remember the
lessons of our youth. Our admiration
for one truly outstanding teache r
might allow us to resist the tempta 
tions of those who wish us to lose
our moral compass."
. Raymond G. Richardson, M.D.
'60, is a vascular surgeon in
Ri verside, California.
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BROOKINGSlllnlliPARTNERS
Recognizing the Importance of Planned Gifts. Washington University in St. Louis

o

Washington Un iversity is already included in my estate plans- I would like to become
a Robert S. Brookings "Partner."

o

Please send me information about becoming a Robert S. Brookings Partner
utilizing the outstanding income benefits and tax savings from a Washington University
Life Income Plan.

o

Please send me a personalized, confidential calculation us ing the followi ng birthdate(s)
to illustrate the very attractive benefits that I will receive from a Washi ngton University
Life Income Plan. I would like a calculation based on a theoretical gift of:
$

o

. 0 Cash 0 Securities ($

) 0 Real Estate ($
Cost Basis

I prefer 0 Variable income

)
Cost Basis

0 Fixed income

First Beneficiary
Birthdate

Second Beneficiary
Birthdate _ __ __ __ __ _

Relationship

Relationsh ip_ _ _ _ _ __ __

Comments_ _ _ __ _ __ __ __ __ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _

o
o

Please send me information on:
Making a bequest to Washington Un iversity

o

0 Other planned gift options

Please have Phyllis Momtazee, Paul Schoon, or Mike Touhey from the Washington
University Planned Givi ng Office call me.
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address
City/ State / Zip _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __
Da~im e Phone -----------(Fold this form and seal edges with tape to ma iL)

~Washington

NO POSTAGE
NECESSARY
IF MAILED
IN THE
UN ITED STATES

\XASI II I--'GTO'JUN IVERSITY l l·ST LOLnS

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
FIRST-CLASS MA IL PERMIT NO. 685 ST. LOU IS, MISSOU RI
POSTAGE WIL L BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE

WASHINGTO N UNIVERSITY
OFFICE OF PLANNED GIVING
CA MP US BOX 1193 -W
ONE BROOKING S DRIVE
SAINT LO UIS MO 63130 -9989

1.1111111111 •• 111111.1111.1.1111.1111111.1.111 ,,1.11
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o
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Here is one example showing the
benefits of a Washington University Charitable
Unitrust with a gift of appreciated securities:
Assume stock valued at

$ 50,000

Stock Purchase Price

$ 25,000

Dividend Yield

2.5%

Holding Period

more than one year

Option A: Keep the stock.

with aWashington University
Charitable Unitrust

The Advantage is Clear:

$

1,250

Option B: Sell the stock and buy bonds.
Selling Price

$

50,000

Capital Gain

$

25,000

Federal Capital Gains Tax (28%)

$

7 ,000

Amount Remaining to Invest

$

43 ,000

Your income from 6% bonds:

$

2,580

Option C: Benefit four ways from a
Washington University Charitable Unitrust.

Effective
Payout
Rate

84lMO
•

Your income from this stock:

Donation to Unitrust

$

50,000

Capital Gain

$

25,000

../ Tax on Capital Gain

$

0

J

Amount for Unitrust to Invest

$

50,000

..,/Your income from Unitrust at 6%:

$

3,000

$

23 ,054

$

7 ,147

$

14 ,147

Federal Income Tax Deduction *
. / Federal Income Tax Savings
Total Tax Savings
Effective Payout Rate

8 .4 %

*Donors- hu sband and wife-both age 75 , at th e
31% bracket. Thi s pl an works well for people over
age 60. For peopl e at younger ages the Deferred
Payment Gift Annuity or a Term Trust are available.

For further information about a Washington
University Trust or other planned gift, or to
learn more about the Robert S. Brookings
Partners, complete the attached reply card or
call 1-800-835-3503 or 314-935-5848.
Advice from your tax or lega l adviso r should be sought when
consid ering th ese types of gifts.
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Lee, Palatine, Illinois

Brad Garrett,
Dickson, Tennessee
Julie Valenti; Arlington
Heights, Illinois
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Hark s. Wrighton: "Most of you

and dilemmas of society are complicated and diffi

entering Washington University

cult, but they will yield to inspired, creative, and

in Fall 1996 will complete your

cooperative effort. Preserving peace, maintaining

degree requirements in the year

our environment while sustaining development,

2000-the dawn of the 21st century. We want your edu

improving human health, fostering economic pros

cational experiences at Washington University to prepare

perity, enhancing the quality of life, and nurturing

you for productive, satisfying, and rewarding lives. As

the creative arts will be areas to which you will con

men and women of the Class of 2000, you will spend

tribute when you become our distinguished gradu

your entire careers in the 21st century, and you will be

ates. As we look to the new millennium, we can be

the individuals contributing to making our world a bet

confident that our future is bright because we are

ter place. Indeed, I believe our students are destined to

educating the people who will be prepared to mas

be tomorrow's leaders. The future always holds many

ter change and will dedicate their creative energies

surprises and enormous uncertainty, but the opportuni

to solving society's problems."

ties for your contributions will be abundant. As successful
members of society in the 21st century, you must be pre
pared to face ever-new, complex problems. The problems
10
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Mark S. Wrighton became Washington University's 14th
chancellor on July 1, 1995.

SCHOOL OF ART

--

OU,
Reflections and counsel from Washington
Uniuersity Chancellor Hark S. Wrighton
and alumni of the eight schools.

Jim Olvera, B.F.A. '79: liAs we stood in the doorway
of Rubelmann 301, my parents handed me the last
two boxes of my belongings. We hugged, and I
watched from my window as they drove away. I
was 17 and absolutely certain that six years later, I
would emerge from the University an architect,
fully prepared to become the next Eero Saarinen or
Frank Lloyd Wright.
liThe next day, during freshman orientation,
Dean [Constantine E.] Michaelides told all of us to
buy cameras and learn to use them to document
our work. I'd never used a camera before, but by
the end of my second year, photography had
become my passion. I transferred to the School of
Art, majored in photography, and never looked
back.
"Twenty years have passed. Flown by. I have
been to interesting places all over the world, met
fascinatin g people from all walks of life, and
learn ed something new every day. What I did not
yet realize when I was in school was that this is the
very lesson that a universi ty is intended to teach.
Explore n ew d isciplines, develop your curiosity,
keep your eyes open , n ever stop learning. But
above all, enjoy yourself."
Jim Olve ra has had his own advertisi ng photography busi
ness in Dallas, Texas, for 15 years.

I
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ARTS RHO SCIEHCES
Henry Hampton. A.B. '61: li lt is difficult for me to reach back across the
generations to try and offer some wisdom to you, but at the risk of cliche
and incomplete notions, let m e offer a few thoughts based on the wisdom
of growing older.
"First (and very important), learn to listen. So few people do it weil, but
this ability is at the center of leadership and the power to create.
"Second, early on, establish the level of risk you are willing to take, in
your work, relationships, thinking, and passions. If you can't for yourself,
be clear to those close to you about your values ... what you hold pre
cious or expendable.
"Consider the arts, if not as a career, then just as a force in your life.
Nothing impacts the human condition more, no matter how difficult the
time or confusing the moment.
"Consider history-our lives are prologue for the future and summary
of the past, so do as Chesterton urges-history, good and truthful, will
allow you to climb to the top of a tall mountain and from th ere see the
past and the future. Treasure the stor.ies of your 'tribe'-family, friends,
and teachers .
"Go forth with our love and Godspeed."
Henry Hampton is a television and film producer whose credits include Eyes on
the Prize, The Great Depression, and America 's Wa r on Poverty. His production
company, Blackside Inc., is in Boston, Massachusetts.
I

I
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Salute to the Class of 2000
SCHOOL OF lRW
Jean C. Hamilton, J.D. '11: "The choices that you make
im pact your lives every day. Making choices often fos
ters anxiety, but choices also create opportunity and
excitement. Take pride in your decision to join Washington
Un iversity's Class of the Year
2000. In deciding to attend
Washington University,
you made one of the most
difficult and important
decisions at this stage in
your lives.
"Your experiences at
Washington University
will prepare you to make
the many choices that lie
ahead-decisions about your
career, family, and lifestyle.
Make choices that support your
values and that promote your goals.
Remem ber that the right choice for you may not
always be the easy choice. In the long run, making the
choice that coincides with your values, beliefs, and
goals provides the greatest satisfaction and fulfillment.
"My best wishes as you commence your education
at Wash ington University. You have made a wonderful
choice that will serve you well now and in the future ."
Jean C. Hamil ton is chief distri ct judge of the United States
District Court. Eastern District of Missouri, in S1. Louis .

SCHOOL OF EHGIHEEHIHG
RHD RpPLIED SCIEHCE
Jack R. Bodine, B.S.I.E. '49,
M.B.A. '55: "The next century
is yours. You will be tomor
row's engineers, business peo
ple, mathematicians, doctors.
You will contribute to progress
and enjoy its benefits. Tech
nology is booming; medici ne
is not only extending life but
improving its quality. At the
same time, old basics-hon
esty, integrity, compassion,
and hard work-are critical.
"As headlines tell me daily,
too ma ny people ca re only for themselves, from cor
rupt politicians to teenage criminals. Now, you who
are entering Washington University may say, 'Well,
I don't have any part of that.' But you do. Those are
problems you will have to solve, and if you don't
have high standards, there's no hope.
"Just as challenging as the problems of crime,
drugs, and corruption will be conten ding with a
rapidly changing society and world economy.
Downsizing is just the beginning. Get a well-rounded
education while you're here at Washington
University. You have a SO/SO chance of ending up
doing something d ifferent from what you'll be imag
ining when you receive your diploma. If you're
broadly and deeply knowledgeable, h ighly industri
ous, and honest, you'll succeed. I'm very optim istic,
knowing the future is in your hands."
Jack R. Bodine, now retired, wa s executive vice presiden t
of Bodine Aluminum, Inc., a closely held family company in
S1. Louis.

SCHOOL OF RHCHITECTUHE
Gyo Obata, B.Arch. '45: "As members of the Class of the Year 2000, you have
a powerful opportunity to make a defining statement about the direction of
young adults at this junction in history. The most critical issue of our time is
the declining condition of our environment. You must lea rn to understand
your role and responsibility as Citizens of the world. You must have knowl
edge about and respect and compassion for the cultures, ideas, and people
with whom you work and live. And you must work together to help all peo
ple make a Uf environments better, safer, healthier, cleaner places to live.
"At Hellmuth, Obata and Kassebaum, this is our most essential responsibil
ity. We believe, as one of the world's largest design firms, that HOK must
help preserve the environment for future generations. We are committed to
helping sustain our environment by designing buildings that use material,
energy, and water resources efficiently; minimize site impacts; and address
health issues in the indoor environment. Through young people like you,
efforts .Iike these ca n continue far into the next century."
Gyo Obata is co -chairma n and a founder of HOK (H ellmuth, Obata and Kassabaum,
Inc.), headquartered in S1. Louis.
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SCHOOL OF
HEDlCIHE

GEORGE WARREH BROWH SCHOOL OF
SOCIAL WORK

Carolyn Robinowitz,
M.D. '64: "I am
pleased to add my
congratulations to
you all as you begin
t he nex t step o f a lifelo ng
jou rney of learn ing that wi ll
stretch your mi nd and expan d
your hea rt. It will be hard work-few th ings really
worthwhile in li fe are easy. But at Washington
University, you wi ll find a warm and supportive yet
challenging comm unity for lea rn ing and a stimulat
ing, helpful, and interested faculty. You will h ave
the satisfaction of knowi ng you are developing your
talents to the fullest, learni ng to be the best you
possibly can be, preparing to be leaders and to make
your unique contributions to o ur marvelous world .
"Those of you who plan to become physicians
will learn the mysteries of the human body more
intimately than any generation before you. You will
train your ears, eyes, and hands, augmenting them
with state-of-the-art research findings in basic and
clinical sciences. You will hear the first cry of babies
as they come into the world, and you will comfort
the dying. You will share t he fears and courage of
your colleagues. Medicine is a wonderful profession,
offeri ng the opportu ni ty to care as well as cure, to
expa nd the horizons of our science, and to have a
remarkable impact on the lives of young and old,
rich and poor.

Dolores B. Lasan, M.S.W. '59:
"From all indications, an exciting
world awaits you as the graduat
ing class of the year 2000-per
haps uncertain, maybe quite
different, but definitely
challenging.
"It is likely that you will help
usher in a millennium where
information technology will bring
people and events all over the
world to each other's doorsteps.
All you n eed is what you are,
passing through Washi ngton
University, which lays the foundation not only for a
career, but for life. I know th is is true becau se I once
was like you at Washington University. There you will
discover yourself; it will enable you, among others, to
excel with h umility, manage uncertainties and com
plexities, empower you to take risks and blend oppo
sites and unequals, if these, indeed, be among the
demands of t he 21st cen tury.
"In brief, just be yourself, to your own self be true,
and aim to m ake a difference!"
Dolores B. Lasan is chancellor of the Taft campus of the
Philippine Women's University, in Manila,

/I

Ca rolyn Rabinowitz is associate dean for students at
Georgetown University School of Medicine, in
Washin gton , D,C.

JOHH H. DUH SCHOOL OF BUSIHESS
Arnold B. Zetcher, B.S.B.A. '62: "One of the interesting things about success
is that, in any century, the ingredients leading up to it are always the same:
motivation and drive, the ability to persevere, the determination to learn,
the willingness to adapt, and the unshakable adherence to high standards.
"What does change from century to century are the tools that people use
to becom e su ccessful. For example, those entering the business world in the
next century must have skills that graduates of earlier classes never even con
sidered, su ch as a sophi sticated understanding of computers and fam ilia rity
with foreign custo ms.
"As incoming students at Washington University, you have already shown
you have what it takes to be successful. My hope and wish for you now is
that you'll use all the resources available to you tJu O\.~gh the University to
achieve sllccess in th e next fOllr years and the next centu ry."
Arnold B, Zetcher is president and chief executive officer of Talbots, in Boston,
Massachusetts, and a Washington University Trustee,
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A leading expert in the
economics of social policy,
Martha Ozawa says we can't
afford to ignore what's happening
to America's youth.
BY GERRY EVERDING

he Baby Boom generat ion got some unsettling news tnl s year-the
Boomer vanguard began celebrating 50th birthdays. The generation
that fueled America's obsession with youth now faces the reality of
growing old. The baby boom, it seems, is rapidly becoming the
sen ior boom.
While it may be human nature to deny the aging process, there's no
escaping the demographics. In the next 20 years, an estimated 76 million
people will reach retirement age and leave the U.S. work force. Already,
the fastest-growing segment of the U .S. population is women over the age
of 85. By 2050, one in five U.S . residents will be over 65.
The graying of America has long been a focus of research by Martha
N. Ozawa, the Bettie Bofinger Brown Professor of Social Policy at the
George Warren Brown School of Social Work . For Ozawa, one fact is
clear: America faces profound shifts in generational and racial composi
tion, a cultural meta.morphosis that will change who we are as a nation .
"For the first time in human history, Americ a and other postindustrial
nations face a future in whi ch the elderly comprise a sizable segment of
their populations/' says Ozawa. "How we nav igate this crossroads has
o

important implications for all Americans, young and old, ri ch and poor."

[
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"Martha is an extremely disci
plined analyst," says Social Work
Dean Shanti K. Khinduka. "Her
work shows an obvious concern
for human well-being, bu t she's
not ideological, not indulgent of
personal beliefs. She follows the
money. She lets the numbers tell
the story."
Although Ozawa has spent
much of her career analyzing
assistance programs for the
elderly, she is convinced
America now must focus its
attention elsewhere. While the
elderly were the largest segment
of the population living in
poverty two decades ago, they
are now the most affluen t,
Much of Martha Ozawa's early work focused on social policies affecting the elderly Here, she talks with
thanks in large part to Social
Mary Greeley (I) and Alberta Booker in the Murphy Blair Senior Commons, in St. Louis.
Security, says Ozawa.
Meanwhile, living conditions
for America's children have dete
riorated dramatically. Only 12
One of the nation's most prolific academic writers on
percent of American children were considered destitute
in 1973; that number has since doubled. Child abuse,
the economics of social poliCY, Ozawa has spent three
decades studying America's far-flung social insurance
neglect, and developmental disabilities are on the rise.
and public-assistance network. Known for translating
Why should retirees be concerned about these chil
dren? Altruism aside, seniors should realize their Social
huge data sets into compelling analyses of federal spend
ing, she has a passion for uncovering systematic inequi
Security and Medicare checks are directly funded by
ties in multi-billion-dollar social programs.
payments into the system by active workers. While each
She has documented, for instance, that Social Security
retiree is now supported by three workers, future retirees
will depend on only two. Unless future workers are
subsidizes the well-to-do more than the poor, and elder
much more productive than those retiring, it will be
ly men more than elderly women. Her early research
impossible to maintain comparable Social Security bene
revealed Social Security to be an incredible bargain, pro
viding recipients much more in benefits than their life
fits, Ozawa says.
time contributions plus interest. Her recent Medicaid
While America's future clearly depends on our ability
study found that the more black residents a state has
to raise children capable of competing globally for high
and the poorer its reSidents are, the less federal money
tech jobs, current social programs are failing to achieve
per poor person that state receives to finance health
this objective, Ozawa believes. One recen t study, for
care assistance. Her international studies of child
instance, found half of our high school students could
poverty and other social conditions are funded by
not use decimals, fractions, and percentages to solve
the United Nations.
simple equations.
Nor are social programs providing an effective safety
net for children. Ozawa notes that in 1992, the maxi
mum benefit for a family of three under AFDC (Aid to
om in Ashikaga, Japan, in 1933, Ozawa
earned a bachelor's degree in economics
Families with Dependent Children) in most states, plus
in Tokyo, managed operations for two air
food stamps, amounted to only 70 percent of the pover
ty line.
lines there, and then, at the age of 29, left
to study at the University of Wisconsin
She is among the first to support broad social
Madison, earning a master's degree in social work in
reforms, but she cautions that even draconian cuts in
1966 and a doctorate in social welfare in 1969. She came
welfare and social insurance will be moot unless we
to Washington University in 1976. Among her extensive
shift emphasis to programs that invest in children.
academic contributions are four books published in
Welfare reform, she emphasizes, must be a debate
Japan and the United States, major book chapters and
about how to deal with the economic lives of unmar
articles in 14 other volumes, and more than 100 articles
ried women with children. Welfare dependency has
in scholarly journals.
been a real problem, she argues, only among female
16
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Seniors, says
Ozawa, shou Id
real ize America's
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future depends

OUr

childx e\\"

on raising children
who can compete globally for high

Students such as Yat Sang Lum (foreground) and Huan- Yui Tseng find
that Martha Ozawa cares deeply about both research and teaching.

tech jobs-but half of our high school

Professor, Mentor, Adviser, Friend

students can't use basic math to solve

artha Ozawa still re turns to Japa n for a few
weeks almost e very othe r summer, but it's
clea r that Washington University and the United
States have become much-c herish ed second homes.
"I love this country beca use it tries so hard to so lve its
probl e ms, to make thin gs right," says Ozawa. "Ame ri ca's
social probl e ms a re mu c h more complicated than japan's,
but the re's a lso so muc h more freedom in America. Wome n
have opportunities here that just don't ex ist in japan . This
is a wonde rful country. I would be so happy if my ideas
ca n be part of the solution to its problems. "
During he r two decades at Geo rge Warre n Brown,
Ozawa has ea rned a reputation as a whirlwind of e nthu si
asm who pours hea rt and soul into both he r resea rc h a nd
he r work with stude nts . She sets hi gh standards for he rse lf
and ex pects the same of he r students.
"I work their (ails off," says O za wa, ac knowl ed ging
th e pain of he r stude nts with a big, be ne vole nt grin a nd
a sparkle in he r eyes.
Ri go rous, demanding, c ha lle ngin g in th e c lass room,
she is equally drive n in he r concern for the well-be ing o f
her students, and is always avai labl e to serve as a mentor
and a fri e nd.
"Professor Ozawa is very ca rin g, very respec tful of
everyone she has rel ation shi ps with," sa id Hu a n-Yui Tse ng,
a second -year docto ra l student fro m Taiwan . "Not mJny
professors would take the time to tell a student how to use
first and second gears to drive safely in the sn ow. "
Ozawa 's research ha s had considerable influence on
social policy, but her most endurin g contribution may well
be the work being done by a far-flung network of her for
mer students. That network includes people such as John !" .
Morris, M.S.W. '78 , the interim state director of the South
Ca rolin a Department of Mental Health and co-author of a
research pape r with Ozawa; former doctoral st udents, such
as Yeo ng-Tsyr Wang and Tae-Sung Kim , who now teach
social work at leadin g universities in Taiwan and Kore a;
and Rebecca jones, a current student already working on
legi slative research in the office of Republican senator
Na ncy Kassebau m.- G.E.

simple equations.

heads of households, a category growing with an
increase in teen pregnancies.
In 1990, for instance, half of nearly $50 billion spent
on assistance to AFDC households went to families
whose dependence originated from teen pregnancy. An
estimated 36 percent of white children, 43 percent of
Mexican-American children, and 80 percent of African
American children born in the 1980s will spend time
in a single-parent home before reaching the age of 16.
Our challenge, says Ozawa, is to develop programs
that invest in children-especially poor children-while
encouraging work and self-sufficiency for female-headed
families . She calls for the creation of federal programs
that funnel resources directly to children , including
a refundable tax credit for children, Individual
Development Accounts to spur asset accumulation
among poor families, and expansion of the already
successful Earned Income Tax Credit.
By the year 2000, one of every five children in the
United States will be nonwhite. If we start now, says
Ozawa, we may be lucky enough to raise the achieve
ment scores and living conditions for nonwhite children
in time to ensure a labor force that can afford compara
ble social security benefits in 20 years.
"A merica's social policy for the elderly has been an
incredible success story, and I'm very proud of it," says
O zawa. "Social Security is a centerpiece of this effort,
and because of it, poverty among our elderly has
declined substantially. But now we are entering a new
stage in which the United States will be a member of a
global economy. If we are to keep up with others, we
must invest in children-all our children. They are too
valuable to neglect."

®

Gerry Everd ing is senior news editor in the Office of Universily Communications.
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Glove Box, 1993

IIWHO ARE WE, and who will

WE become'?"
Former artist-in-residence Catherine Wagner
asks that central question in photographs that
examine and transfigure tools of scientific inquiry.

P

etri dishes, moon rocks, mating algae, bone marrow: austere images in black and
white . Pristine, some say of the prints; beautiful, most agree. And like science itself,
cryptic and sometimes unsettling for the uninitiated. All that is part of the artist's intent.
People are absent, locations anonymous; the focus is on the effects of scientific activity.
Considered one after the other, the 64 photographs in the exhibit Art & Science:
Investigating Matter become increas ingly compelling.
Questions begin to form . Scientific findings are altering the course of humankind:
How will these changes affect us physically? socially? spiritually?
To spur the public to think about the consequences of science, California photograph
er Catherine Wagner went to the inner sanctums of some of the nation's leading labora
tories . The art that resulted, says Gallery of Art curator Cornelia Homburg, attempts to
characterize the essence of research-its intensity, its technical requirements, and its far
reaching effects on our society.

18
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Wagner pursued much of her project
at Washington University during the
1994-95 academic year. As artist-in-resi
dence she worked with faculty, stu
dents, administrators, and researchers
at the Hilltop and Medical Campuses.
In the University's molecular biology,
conceptual physics, electrochemistry,
human genome studies, and earth and
planetary sciences laboratories, she con
structed photographs that are analyti
cal yet passionate, that allude to the
interests of the society that supports
the science.
In -86 Degree Freezers, medical
researchers' handwritten labels contrast
with icy interiors; in Glove Box, empty
gloves reach out from a sterile research
environment as if trying to touch the
viewer; in Genetically Engineered
Tomatoes, bar-coded spheres gleam,
ripe and flawless. Each of Wagner's
photographs invites us to ponder.
-Judy H. Watts
Art & Sc;en(e~ Investigating Matter

15

Genetically Engineered Tomatoes, 1994

on view at the Gallery

of Art through November 3. A 128·page exhibition catalog
(Nazraeli Press, Munich, 1996) include s Inte rpretive essays
by William Gass, the David May D istingui shed Professor in
the Humanitie s; Cornelia Homburg, exhi bition curator; and
Helen Longino, professor of phil osophy at the Center for
the Phil osop hy of Science at the University of Minnesota.
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Mmima l Essentia l Medium, 1995

ThyrOid Cancer (det ail of -86 Oegree Freezer ), 1995
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When Murray Weidenbaum speaks, presidents
listen. So do senators, scholars, lecture
audiences-and his on-campus students.

BY CANDACE O'CONNOR

urray Weidenbaum
is one of the most
respected conservative
economists in America. He
has ad vised three Republican
presidents . An expert on military spending and the costs
of government regulation, he has testified before Congress
"dozens of times" and helped shape U.S. fiscal policy. His
wide-ranging research has reached a huge audience through
eight books and many articles in scholarly journals, newspa
pers, and magazines.
But Weidenbaum, the Edward Mallinckrodt Distinguished
University Professor, sees his national role as a large-scale
version of his work at the University. A popular teacher
here for the past 32 years, he also serves as chairman of the
Center for the Study of American Business (CSAB), a research
group he founded in 1975 and directed until last year.
"Talking to a congressional committee is actually a lot like
university teaching," he says "-except that your classroom
is the nation."
He has been extraordinarily successful in both classrooms.
At the national level , he has worked closely with the Center
for Strategic & International Studies (CSIS), a nonprofit think
tank in Washington, D.C. "Murray Weidenbaum has been
an intellectual mainstay for more than three decades," says
David M. Abshire, CSIS president. "He has been, and contin
ues to be, an invaluable element in our mission of bringing
authoritative analysis on a range of global issues to govern
ment and business leaders. "
20
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Inset: Murray Weidenbaum voices his cool eco
nomic reason in the course on business and gov
ernment he co-teaches with philosophical adver
sary Thomas F Eagleton (seated), the former
United States senator.
Left: Weidenbaum, pictured here at his home,
once said of his work with students. "If ever I
get discouraged looking at the current scene in
Washington, D. c.,it helps to know that our hope
for the future is the next generation-and that
by teaching, I can help prepare that generation
to make the right choices."

At Washington University, "he has
been a wonderful faculty member and
an exciting lecturer, both here and
around the country," says Board of
Trustees chairman William H. Danforth,
who was chancellor during 24 of
Weidenbaum's years on campus. "He is
a very respected scholar-his works are
read everywhere-as well as a great
University citizen. Along with all that,
he's a fine human being."
Weidenbaum's work has dealt with
diverse public policy issues: reforming
the tax code, improving the health-care
system, eliminating the Commerce
Department. He calls it "oddball
research-interdisciplinary and often
unconventional." One theme has been
the interconnection of business and
government, of the public and private
sectors.
He also is concerned about the
health-and growth-of the U.S. econo
my. Our 2 percent growth rate is dwarfed
by the 8 percent rate of some southeast
Asian nations. While people in these
countries save and invest their money,
he says, Americans prefer a philosophy
of "eat, drink, and be merry and tomor
row we won't worry about it." Similarly,
the federal budget is devoted too much
to "consumption" and too little to such
"investment" items as education or
research and develop
ment.
Just last April,
devoted too much to
Weidenbaum told the
congressional Joint
"consumption" and
Economic Committee
that America needs
too little to such
constructive tax
"investment" items as
reform-not tax cuts
to give the economy a
education or research
boost. "If I had my
druthers," he says, "the
and development,
[presidential] candi
dates would also foclls
Weidenbaum says.
on this question: How
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Economic Insights
During a career of nearly 40 years-and counting-Murray L. Weidenbaum to
date has published more than 250 scholarly articles and the following books:
The Modern Public Sector (Basic Books, 1969); Economics of Peacetime
Defense (Praeger Publishers, 1974); Government-Mandated Price Increases

(American Enterprise Institute, 1975); The Future of Business Regulation (AMA
COM Books, 19BO); Rendezvous with Reality: The American Economy After
Reagan (Basic Books, 19BB); Small Wars, Big Defense ( Oxford University Press,

1992); co-author, When Business Crosses International Borders (Praeger
Publishers, 1993); Business and Government in the Global Marketplace, fifth edi
tion (Prentice-Hall, 1995); co-author, The Bamboo Network: How Expatriate Chinese
Entrepreneurs Are Creating a New Economic Superpower in Asia (The Free Press, 1996).

The central thrust of his research, Weidenbaum says, is to illuminate the interrelation
ships and interaction between the public sector and the private sector, especially between
government and business. In performing this wide-ranging research, he has analyzed such seem
ingly disparate topics as the procurement of weapon systems, regulation of business, reforming the
tax system, defining the boundary between public and private activity, and how businesses respond
to the global marketplace .

can we have a more rapidly growing economy that
will generate jobs and a rising standard of livin g? If
anything sours public attitudes, it's the notion that
next year is not going to be m uch better than thi s
one."
In his newest book, The Bamboo Network: How

Expatriate Chinese Entrepreneurs Are Creating a New
Economic Superpower in Asia (The Free Press, 1996),
Weidenbaum strikes out in a slightly different direc
tion . He and co-author Samue l Hughes, a former
John M. Olin Fellow at th e CSAI3, describe a group
of Chinese families whose powerful business network
is helping China rival Japan-and the United States
for globa l economic domin ance.
Researching this book meant real detective work,
Weidenbaum says. In fact, the Christian Science
Monitor said it could almost be a Hollywood thrill er.
"I think the book shows how current Murray
Weidenbaum is," says Edwa rd S. Macias, executive
vice chance llor and dean of Arts and Sciences. "He
has a m arvelous way of identifying important issues
and proposing new and unusual solutions."
A native of the Bronx, in New York City,
Weidenbaum learned early on about economic hard
tim es. Not only did he grow up during the Depression
but also he was laid off from his first real job, as
junior economist for the New York Labor Depart
ment. That sent him to Washington, D.C., for a
job as a "peon," he says, in Harry Truman's budget
bureau. "It was the best thing tha t ever happened
to me.
"But layoffs are nothin g to take lightly-and
that's why I talk about a faster-grOWing economy,"
he adds. "The answer is to have lots of new jobs
available to people so they will ultimately land on
their feet."

22
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He joined the Washington University faculty in
1964 after a Princeton Ph.D. and five years as corpo
rate economist for the Boeing Company. Right away,
he faced two tough assignments: first, to take over a
foundering NASA research project, and second, to
adjust to a bra nd-new political climate.
"This was quite a culture shock for me," says
Weidenbaum . "I had been ODe of the most liberal
members of th e Boeing management. Without chang
ing my views on anything, I was suddenly one of the
most conservative members of the WaShington
University campus."
eidenbaum handled both challenges success
fully, and in 1966 he was named chairman of
the economics department in Arts and
Sciences. In 1969, he took a two-year leave of
absence to serve under President Richard M. Nixon as
the first assistant secretary of the treasury for economic
policy. )n that pre-Watergate era, h e worked with the
bunch of men-Haldeman, Erlichman, Colson,
Agnew-he now calls "the rascals ." And he met occa
sionally with the president.
"Although I didn't realize it at the time, I was inter
acting with one of the true characters to occupy the
Oval Office," says Weidenbaum . "I remember [New
York senator] Pat Moynihan once said, 'he's an intel
lect,' and I repli ed, 'yes, but a flawed intellect.' Nixon
was the smartest man in our time to be preSident, but
he had to be devious; that was part of his personality."
Back in St. Louis, Weidenbaum turned his attention
to a new interest. In 1975, he founded CSAB, a group
that would combine research with public policy analy
sis to produce studies aimed at policymakers, academ
ics, and the gene ral public. Today, CSAB has six
research ers and seven support personnel on staff
and policymakers are listening.
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Murray Weidenbau m takes his
experience and expertise into
the community through presen
tations such as "An EconomiC
and Financial Briefing, " deliv
ered last April to members of
Th e Saint Louis Art Museum's
Corporate Partnership Program.
Both Weldenbaum and his wife,
Phyllis, shown on the steps of
the 1904 edifice, are members
of the museum 's Beaux Arts
Council.

~

"I didn't expect all this to h appe n," says
Weid enbau m. "Most intellectual think tanks are in
Washington-and th ey are 10 or 20 times as big as we
are. For a sma ll , Midwestern, university-based think
tank to have the influ ence we do is very gratifying. "
A lot of the credit goes to Weidenbaum him se lf,
says Kenneth W. Chilton, who ha s worked for th e
CSAB for 19 years and last year took over as director.
"M urray Weidenbaum has played the central role as
the founding fath er a nd the guiding light. Hi s integ
rity and intellect have determined the Center's charac
ter in th e kind of work we do, th e acce ptance of our
work, a nd the quality that we seek for ourselves."
In 198 1, Weidenbaum returned to WaShington,
D.C. , to serve a n ear ly two- year term as chairman of
the Council of Economic Advisers for Presid en t Ronald
Reagan. A chief architec t of Reaganomics, he was a
member of the inn er circle, meeting daily-even
hourl y-with the president and other key advisers.
Unlike Nixon, he says, Reagan was " the same man ,
publicl y a nd privately-a straightforward, good per
son. He made no attempt to be a grea t intell ec t, but he

was very savvy, and he kn ew
where he wanted the country
to go." Reagan was also "too
ni ce a guy to make real budget
cuts ... and r knew if J stayed
I'd be the loyal guy who'd have
to go out in front and d efend
the deficits. So I quietly folded
my tent and came hom e."
He has often returned to
Wa s hington , D.C., for visits
for example, when Presiden t
George Bush ca lled him in for
advice. In St. Louis, he ha s
taught popular courses, inCluding a class team-taught
with Thom as F. Eagleton, former Democ ratic U.S.
Se nator and now Univers ity Professor of Public Affairs,
who says, "it has been an unqualified, tota l pleasure to
teach with Murray. He has a marve lou s disposition and
temperamen t-and a bagful of corny puns."
This summer Weid enba um embarked on a new pro
ject: an attempt to recon cil e economic interests and
the environment. He also co ntinu es hi s busy schedule
of teachin g and lecturin g. " I' ve neve r been good at
forecasting my future," h e says, smiling. "But th at's o ne
of the joys o f being a tenured professor- you work o n
whatever interests you. Fortunately, my research ha s
dovetailed with my teac hing."
Asked to forecast America 's future, he seems cau 
tiously optimistic. "Things can improve-that's the tan
talizing thing and why a lot of us reformers feel obliged
to keep going," he says. "This economy can do so much
better th a n it has. And th a t's not a partisan issu e." @
Candace O'Connor is a free-lance writer who lives in St. Louis .
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In this third and final
excerpt from Washington
University in St. Louis:A
History, University historian
Ralph E. Morrow describes
the eady chancellorship of
Arthur Holly Compton.

here is remarkable
agreement that [Arthur
Holly] Compton stands
at the divide between
the old Washington
University and the new.
"Compton's vision," one student
of the University's past has writ
ten, "set in motion the transfor
mation of WU from a St. Louis
streetcar college to a national
research university of interna
tional standing." Compton's
appointment, another said,
marked Washington's "take-off
Chancellor during the postwar years when the University recovered its momentum and direction,
as a national research university."
Arthur Holly Compton is pictured in his office in Brookings Ha".
The notion that the modern
Washington Un iversi ty began in 1945 is a myth, howev
appears as a time of the recovery of institutional momen
er, and as myths often do, exaggerates matters more than
tum and direction rather than the beginning. Contem
it illuminates them. The idea of a national university is
poraries understood that the University, in pursuing
almost as old as the twentieth century. It received classic
Compton, looked to its past as well as its future. Exultant
formulation in the statements of David Houston in 1908
"over the possibility of Dr. Arthur H. Compton's appoint
and first materialized in the reconstruction of the medical
ment," Douglas Martin, who graduated from the College
school between 1910 and 1917. Compton recognized that
before the First World War, told [Chancellor] Harry
others had labored in the vineyard with good results. In
Wallace that it portended "a period during which the
his first public remarks as chancellor, he acknowledged
dream which Mr. Brookings dreamed [could] reach its
that "Washington University's School of Medicine [was]
greatest fulfillment." And it was fitting that [outgoing
famous throughout the world" and "envisage[d1 for the
Chancellor] Wallace, the agent who rekindled these hopes,
entire university a ... growth . .. which [wouldl merit
was a kinsman of "Mr. Brookings." ...
Similar recognition of other branches of the institution."
Regardless of Compton's place in the history of the
Growth and improvement, moreover, had been the
University, his appointment was tumultuously acclaimed.
norms for the University from the close of the nineteenth
Student Life felt "a new progressive spirit ... [pervading
century, and only when viewed beside the abnormal
the1 institution"; a famous alumna believed that it was "a
years of depression and war does the Compton era seem
peak moment in Washington University's history"; and
to contrast sharply with the past. Seen in the whole con
the alumni office reported an unprecedented volume of
text of the University's history, Compton's chancellorship
congratulatory mail. The excitement, moreover, ran far
24
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Above: Chancellor Compton entertains students
with his "banjolin" during Freshman Week 1947.
Left: Aerial campus view taken in 1948.
Expansion of the faculty and student body after
the war was accommodated first by constructiOi1
of prefabricated housing on the hill below the
Women 's Building in 1946 and two years later by
the construction of the faculty apartment com
plex below Fraternity Row.

beyond the University community.
~
The Post-Dispatch called the "appoint
ment of ... [a] man of such eminence
... a feather in the cap of [the1 city
and ... university"; the governor of
Missouri, a Democrat, and the mayor
of St. Louis, a Republican, unitedly
proclaimed that "Washington U.
face[d1 the greatest era in her splendid
career"; and even the Metropolitan
Church Federation, a group that nor
mally kept distant from the University,
voiced its approval of the choice of a
prominent Presbyterian layman and
co-chairman of the National
A busy afternoon at the Quad Shop on the
Conference of Christians and Jews
Hilltop Campus, 1947.
as chancellor.
of a cabinet to help him govern. His
fter nuclear weapons
first appointment was that of Joyce c.
hastened the end to the Stearns, who, as dean of the faculties,
war in the Pacific and
was given almost unlimited latitude in
Compton was revealed recruiting faculty members and super
as having been present
intending academic affairs on the hill
at the birth of atomic
top . .. . Truly "Compton's right arm,"
power, his stock soared to
Stearns' untimely death from cancer in
still greater heights. It did not seem at 1948 was a severe personal and institu
all exceptional for the president of a
tional blow. As the nonacademic com
sister institution to pronounce
plement to Stearns, Compton named
Compton's appointment "one of the
Charles Belknap, an ex-naval officer
most distinguished ... ever made in
and retired president of the Monsanto
the history of higher education."
Chemical Company, to the new office
Compton's inauguration presaged
of vice chancellor. Though Belknap
the completion of the transition in
was not as widely admired as Stearns,
university governance that began late his business acumen and brisk deci 
in the Brookings era .... One result of siveness proved assets during the diffi
Compton's emphasis on the centrality cult times of postwar adjustment.
of the chancellor was the formation
To coordinate their several efforts,

r

}

Compton, Stearns, Belknap, and the
treasurer, Thomas Blackwell, tried to
meet at least weekly as the central
administrative committee. With
changing personnel, many of the
important decisions reached during
Compton's chancellorship originated
in this committee, and few, if any,
failed to be aired by it.
Timely though it was, Compton's
definition of the chancellorship as an
office rather than a person probably
resulted from factors other than his
reading of the University's historical
development. War had accustomed
him to working in large enterprises
with their layers of authority and
divisions of labor. Furthermore, he
understood that the production of
the A-bomb represented a triumph
not only of science and engineering
but of human organization . These
habits and beliefs seem to have car
ried over to his conduct of academic
affairs. As part of his preparation for
the chancellorship, he zealously
sought to master "the ... functional
relation of the component parts of
the University to each other," and hi
notebooks preserve the earliest
known attempts to chart an organiza
tional structure for the University.

®

For information on obtaining
Washington University in St. Louis: A
History, please call the Missouri
Historical Society at 314-361-0024.
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INDUSTRIAL
EVOLUTION
Restructuring is
never complete,
says (EO Bill
Patient, who took
his company to the
top by moving
ahead of the times.
by Bobbi Linkemer

26

William Patient has mastered the art and
science of change-an ability he believes is
essential in today's economy. "The world
we're operating in is changing all the
time," he says. "And we have to change
with it, or we're not going to survive."
Patient is president and CEO of the Geon
Company, one of the leading producers
worldwide of the thermal plastic polymers
known as polyvinyl chloride (PVC) resins.
PVC, which comes in powdered and pellet
form, is used in construction materials, pip
ing and wiring systems, vinyl coverings, and
computer and electronics housings, among
thousands of other products.
Geon began its life as the Vinyl Division
of BFGoodrich, which had developed most
of the seminal patents for PVC in the
1920s. In 1989, Goodrich lured Patient out
of his new retirement to run the division.
Patient, who had been president of Borg

WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
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Warner Europe, was expending some of his
energy on community projects and helping
the governor of West Virginia restructure
that state's executive branch.
Soon after accepting the presidency of
the Vinyl Division, Patient realized that
"we were in a whole new ball game," he
recalls. "We had become a commodity busi
ness in a global market, producing a prod
uct that could just as easily be provided by
another supplier. To be competitive, we had
to become the low-cost supplier of PVc.
That's what it takes to be successful."
Two years after he joined BFGoodrich,
Patient ushered it into a new era by taking
the company public and changing its name
to Geon . According to a recent article in
Industry Week, "in less than four years, he
transformed [Geon] from a high-cost resin
company focusing on specialty compounds
into a low-cost PVC resin producer that is

in a position-for the first time in a long
time-to take advantage of growth oppor
tunities ." Patient did it by restructuring the
company, substantially improving its oper
ating and financial profiles, streamlining its
product line, and trimming its work force .
"Restructuring is not a one-time event."
Patient told Industry Week. "In fact, it is
never complete. We continuously have to
manage our cost structure if we want to
remain globally competitive. We must see to
it that everybody's getting better all the
time. Our people are really striving to be
more effective and to treat their customers
better. Unless a whole organization is in that
frame of mind, it is going to fall behind ."
As Industry Week observed, Geon is now
in a position to take advantage of growth
opportunities. Patient's strategy is to go
after specific customers and market seg
ments . "In a commodity market, " he says,
"smart businesses select the best customers,
because the best customers generally grow
faster than everyone else and pursue the
fastest-growing parts of the ma rket. "
~

i

A believer that a company's success
depends on two factors-the commitment
of its employees and the success of its
customers-Patient concentrates on both.
Geon employees are included in the compa
ny's continuous quest for improvement.
They see the same strategic pla n the Board
of Directors sees; they participate in cross
functional teams; and they have direct input
into ways to improve processes and cut
costs. Gain-sharing and success-sharing pro
grams not only result in aligning employees
with company strategy but also make them
owners through stock payouts.
Geon engages in mutually beneficial
relationships with its customers. "First, we
try ·to identify what our customers need to
be successful," Patient says. "Second, we
make sure we deliver the things they need .
And third, we sta y in touch. We have more
than 3,000 customers,
running the gamut of
relationships from buy
and sell to strategic
partnerships.

"The world is changing
all the time. We have to
change with it or we're
not going to survive."
"The only one who
legitimizes our ability
to grow our business is
a successful customer."

JlWe try to identify what
our customers need to
be successful; we make
sure we deliver the
things they need; and
we stay in touch."

JlWe must see to it that
everybody is getting
better all the time."

What we 're trying to do," he explains, "is
help our customers succeed; the only one
who legitimizes our ability to grow our
business is a successful c ustomer. "
William Patient is proud of engineering
Geon's success. Looking back on his
career, he says, "I had a good start. The
middle was wonderful, and the end is just
fantastic." But he is proudest of his long
time marriage to his wife, Bonnie, and
their five grown children . "We are about
to celebrate our 40th anniversary," says
Patient. "That's the best achievement 1
can attest to."
In addition to his family and communi
ty, Washington University occupies much
of Patient's attention . A staunch supporter
of the University and its scholarship pro
gram, he says, "I have had the good fortune
to do pretty well in my career; I believe
people who have such an opportunity
ought to try to give a little bit of it back."
This year Patient received the Engineer
ing Distinguished Alumni Award for his
achievements and his commitment to the
University. He is founding chairman of the
University's newly formed Cleveland
Regional Cabinet. The Regional Cabinets
include some of the University's most dis
tinguished and helpful alumni and friends .
He also serves on the engineering school's
National Council , comprising engineering
alumni around the country and experts
in various fields who assist and advise the
dean and administrators. Regional Cabinets
have also been established in Detroit,
Houston, Los Angeles, Philadelphia, San
Diego, and Miami.
Although both his professional career
and his personal time have been devoted
to positive change, Patient does not con
sider himself an expert on it. "A lot of
people are creating change in their organi
zations," he insists. "Just look at what
Bill Danforth has done at Washington
University. The man has changed the
face of an institution." @
Bobbi Linkemer is a free-la nce writer based in SI. LoUIs.
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ust as America was recovering from the Great Depression,
E. Desmond Lee caught the entrepreneurial bug.

Awakening his parents at 2 a.m. at their home in Clayton,
Missouri, Lee, still a student at Washington

Un~versity,

announced that he and his college buddy Jim Rowan
wanted to start a business.
"I don 't recommend the timing," says Lee.
But it worked. In 1939, Lee, his father, Jim
Rowan, and Rowan's father became found
ing partners, capitalizing the Lee-Rowan
manufacturing company with $2,500. World
headquarters was a dilapidated $lO-a-month
warehouse in a rundown St. Louis commer
cial district. The company's first product was
trouser creasers, used to stretch the wrinkles
out of the industrial-strength cotton work
pants popular in that era. Lee-Rowan's start
up work force-mostly poor people from the

Hookedon
St.Louis

surrounding neighborhood-used crude
homemade tools to fashion the creasers from
bent wire. Rust was an early problem. "We
spent a lot of time removing rust stains from
trousers people sen t back," Lee recalls, noting
that much of the trouser cleanup work fell to
his father, Edgar, a retired college president.
Des Lee was the company's first toolmaker
and its "first and worst bookkeeper. I made a
64-cent error that no one could ever recon
cile. Mr. Rowan told my father that I would
always be a mediocre bookkeeper but a hell
of a mechanic," says Lee, whose business
building bent went on hiatus when he served
as a combat engineer during World War II.
(Rowan left the firm after the war to pursue a
career in the West, where he became Man of
the Year in Medford, Oregon.)
From its earliest days, Lee-Rowan
Company was an innovator. Astute in antici
pating market needs, the budding entrepre-

~
neurs soon stretched the business to produce
metal drying frames for socks, sweaters, and
gloves. Later, Lee-Rowan Company hung its
hat on closet accessories, inventing th e
stackable "Ad d -A-Hanger" and expanding its
repertoire to the plastic-coated shelves and
racks tha t are syno n ymo us with hom e stor
age today. Eventuall y, the company manu
factured more than 600 different products in
St. Louis and Jackson, Missouri, and drove
several aggressive conglomerate competitors
out of business.
Lee describes his style as people-oriented
but inte nsely competitive. These traits were
already in evide nce at Washington
University, where he captained the basketball
team, chaired th e Campus YMCA, and was a
mover and shake r in Thurtene Carnival. At
Lee-Rowan, hi s leadership nurtured respect
for workers. A frequent visitor to th e manu
facturin g floor, Lee openly shared sales and

Now retired from his
home-storage-systems
business, E. Desmond Lee
is working full time to
make his hometown a
better place to live.

by Gloria Shur Bilchik

profit information with employees, sent per-.
sonal notes to ill and bereaved workers, and
had birthdays announced over the public- '
address system. Five-yea r e~ could be
fired only with approval fronr.::the chairman
or president of the company. A~eJL~4 -,
percent of the company's after-tax ea rnings,
went into an employee profit-sharing pro- , (
gra m . And he allowed n o private parking
places for anyone .
-v
"We all have the sa me goals," says' Lee.
"We want to be respected, to feel that we're
making a contribution , that we'r~ needed and
wanted. Employers have to look .at them
selves and realize that they' re n~t working in
a vacuum. Their ultimate succees depends on
the productivity of those they lead."
Lee modeled much of his ntatla:8~ n (
style on lessons learn ed from hi s fri end and
mentor, Sam Walton, of Wal-Mart fame. Lee
a nd Walton were classmates a t Hickman
High School in Columbia, Missouri. "Sa m
was the most genuine person I've ever
known-a man with grea t people skills,"
says Lee. "I've never m e t a man more per
sonable, more determin ed, more of a human
dynamo. He was sincere but ruthlessly com
petitive. And he n ever lost track of who he
was. Sam was Sam."
By the 1980s, Lee-Rowa n, whose slogan
was "Where America Gets Orga ni zed,"
topped the charts in the sales category
known as domestic resources, se lling prod
ucts in nearly every major department store
in the United States. When the market shift
ed to the mass marke t, Lee-Rowan sw itched
strategies and sold its products to nea rl y all
major mass-marke t customers- such as
K-Mart, WaJ-Mart, Target, Home Depot-a
move that accounted for its rapid grow th .
His son, Gary, "a great salesman and mer
chandiser," directed th e mass-marketing
shift. In 1993, with sales at $130 million per
year, Lee sold the busin ess to th e Newell
Company conglomerate of Freeport, Illinois.
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ow, if we were talkin g abo ut someone
other than Des Lee, th at's where this
all-American business success story
might end . But the profitable sa le of Lee
Rowan has enabled Lee to rev up a n ew
endeavor, one he ca lls "the bUSiness of mak
ing a difference in the com munit y." In
retirement his appointment schedule is wall
to-wall. Short on self-aggrandizement but
long on ideas for m ak ing his hometown a
better (Jlace to live, Lee is putting his wis
dom, business savvy, and largesse to work,
full time, for the b e nefi t of St. Louis.
Suspended beh ind his desk in Lee's mod
es t Clayton office is a wire mobile fashioned
from intertwined skirt han gers, pants stretch
FA II 1 9 9 6
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Providing seed money for the Olin School's Total Quality
Schools program is one way E. Desmond Lee (left) has
helped SI. LoUIS schoolchildren. Above, he pauses in the
Olin courtyard with Chuck Coker (center), prinCipal of
University City High School, and Mark Jones, a sixth
grade teacher at Ronald E. McNair School.

Making a
Difference

identify and address issues
in the school environment
by using Total Quality
Management principles.
In addition, through
the University's Danforth
lee's beneficence mirrors
his humanitarian oullook.
Circle, of which lee is a
His first major gift-$2.5
founding sustaining mem
ber, he has provided schol
million-stemmed from a
proposal he took to the
arships for deserving stu
Missouri Botanical Garden, dents who otherwise could
not attend without finan
the SI. louis Science
Center, and the SI. louis
cial aid.
A recent $2 million
Zoo. The gift enables the
institutions to offer a coor gift to the Saint louis
dinated plan of science and Symphony Society, to
retire the orchestra's debt
environmental education.
to the State of Missouri,
Teachers from the organi
zations will present pro
exemplifies another lee
grams in area schools
strategy: leading by exam
weak in science education. ple. The money will be
paid only if St. louis' influ
"These [cultural] institu
tions have a common thread ential Civic Progress board
of a scientific approach to
members and others chip
learning. and inner-city kids in another $10 million to a
are starved for it; says lee. stabilization fund to guar
'Science is a process of
antee a balanced budget
thinking. realizing. analyz
for five years. (lee's musi
ing. questioning. and search cal connection goes way
back. Known as a child for
ing for meaning. learning
this way builds self-esteem his ability as a percussion
and self-respect."
ist, he calls himself "Mis
souri's oldest and most
lee also reaches out
to the community through incompetent drummer:')
Washington University's
lee set another exam
John M. Olin School of
ple last June by creating
Business. He has provided with his longtime friend
seed money for the new
William R. Orthwein, Jr., a
Total Quality Schools pro
model of community coop
gram. In the experiential
eration called "Collabora
learning/consulting course, tion Vision: Connecting
M.B.A. and BS.B.A. under
SI. louis Through Educa
tional Partnerships:' lee
graduate students work
with area school leaders to contributed $2.75 million
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for five new endowed pro
fessorships at the Univer
sity of Missouri-SI. louis
and Orthwein, $550,000
for the sixth. The profes
sorships and associated
programs will link the
public university with key
SI. louis cultural institu
tions-the Missouri
Botanical Garden, Missouri
Historical Society, Opera
Theatre of Sa int lou is/
Saint louis Symphony,
Saint louis Art Museum,
SI. louis Science Center,
and the St. louis Zoo.
These regional partner
ships (funded also by a
match from the state and
the participating campus)
are to better educate peo
ple of various ages and
economic backgrounds
particularly disadvantaged
youth.
Still other major gifts
have benefited the Saint
louis Art Museum, Ranken
Technical College, Opera
Theatre of Saint louis, the
University of Missouri-SI.
louis, the Saint louis Zoo,
The Muny, and the YMCA
of Greater SI. louis.
''The thrill is the feeling
that you've accomplished
something and made a
change;' lee said in a
recent profile published in
the St. Louis Post-Dispatch.
"Most of the things I give
to, I'm involved in:'
-C.5.B.

ers, and closet organizers. A souvenir of the
old Lee-Rowan days, it's also a metallic meta
phor for Lee's philanthropiC philosophy:
recognizing the interconnectedness of people
and communities, and bringing the compo
nents together.
"We're all part of one global community,"
says Lee. "Our common goal must be the
education and enlightenment of children,
and the development of social consciousness
to match. My vision is to build a highway
to the disadvantaged."
Lee attributes his own social awareness
partly to his father, who, as president of
Columbia College, in Missouri, involved the
students in decision making, and partly to
lessons learned through relationships built
with his first employees and with troops he
commanded in World War n. "The future of
SOCiety is with children," he explains. "But
so many are in crisis and have no alterna
tives. There's so much talent and skill buried
in the inner City. We have to find a way to
give it an outlet, to help kids develop both
personally and for their community."

~

s

an experienced business wheeler

J dealer and an emerging force in local
U- civic and philanthropiC circles, Lee is a
wise and opinionated observer of the corpo
rate and not-for-profit scene. With a track
record for humane personnel policies, Lee is
troubled by some contemporary practices.
Regarding salaries, for example, Lee calls the
difference between top executives' paychecks
and those of the average worker "ridiculous,
a poison to the system. Companies are will
ing to pay top executives anything if they
can improve the bottom line. But these exec
utives can't pOSSibly do it on their own.
They have to be leaders, ultimately, of peo
ple. That's the only way you're going to
motivate people to give their best efforts,
talent, and energy.
"There's a myth, too, that bigness is bet
ter," he adds. "If we don't correct some of
the major deficiencies in our society and
our culture, the American dream will truly
be a myth."
But while Lee is critical of corporate
America, he's eternally optimistic about
the potential for positive change. "There's
always hope," he says. "We have the ability
to do so much. What I'm doing is merely
a token, a grain of sand on the beach."
Ask him how he'd like to be remembered,
and Lee will say, "As a person who loved
working with people and bringing out the
best in them." @
GlOria Shur 8i1chik, A.8.'67, MAT '68, IS a free-lance writer
in St. LOUIS.
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Phillip Hertzman, AB. '67, MD. '71, Jeri Berger Hertzman, AB. '71, Gail Ellis Meltzner,
AB. '71, MBA '73.

raduates,
Brand-new g

Class of 1996

Dawn Parker Heifetz,
AB. '86, Stacy Amberg
Raphael, AB. '86,
Andrea Kott, AB. '86.

hats·

off
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Dorothy Gaskill Barnard, AB. '46, Emily Gallagher Baumgartner, BSBA '47,
Audrey Ruester Spafford, BS '50, MLA '96, Robert F. Baumgartner, B.S.BA '39.
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mile

~n er,

William Berry, B.S. ' 16, Chancellor Mark S. Wrighton,
Maria Bain White, AB. ' 16.

Richard A Roloff, B.S. '51, Sanford I
Spitzer, B.S.B.A. '51, Sam Fox, B.S.B.A. '51 ,
Mark E. Mason, AB. '51 .
Elsa Muench Hunstein, AB. '47, Jack Hunstein,
BSB.A. '41, M.A. '46, Robert F. O'Connell, BS '41 ,
Anne Travis O'Connell, AB. '47.

",ee}

Eric Moore, Deborah Selvey, B.F.A '88,
Deryl Brown-Archie, AB. 76, Pearl Williams, AB. 76.
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Doug Mayers, AB. '71, MD. '77, Ph.D. '77, Ruth Schwartz
Mayers, AB. '74, Debra Mayers, AB. '96, David Mayers,
Mark Bailin, B.SBA '91, Joshua Mayers, Class of '98,
Daniel Schwartz, AS. '86, Benjamin Schwartz, Catherine
Pearson Schwartz, AS. '86.

WEEKEND

1996

bear hugs

. Theiss Triern an ,

B '46, Gloria h '46
Maze A.. f d B ArC .
Gloria Hera Id h Kahn Lyn or , .
BSBA '46, Rut

65 TH
REUNION
Richard A Sutter, AB. '31, MD. '35,
Elizabeth Henby SuHer, AB. '31.

Commencement / Reunion Weekend
photos by Joe Angeles, Mary Butkus,
Dan Donovan, Patricia Donovan, Carol
Green, David Kilper, and Doug Miner.
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Celebrations!
School of Architecture
The School of Architecture
h el d its third annual Distin
gui shed Alumni Awards
Dinner on April 12 a t th e
St. Louis Women's C lub. Four
alumni received Distinguished
Alumni Awards, and a fifth
received the Yo un g Alumni
Awa rd , which hon ors a gradu
ate from the pa st 15 yea rs.
The Dean 's Med,1I for Serv ice
wen t to a fri e nd of th e
University.
Reci pien ts o f th e 1996
Distinguish ed Alumni Award
were:

Herbert E. Duncan, Jr. ,
FAIA , B.Arch '54, president of
Duncan Architects Inc., in
Kansas City, Mi sso uri . He is a
recipient o f th e American
Institute of Architects (A[A)
Kemper Award .

Gyo Obata, FAIA, B.Arch.
'45, fo undin g partner a nd co
chair o f He llmuth, Obata a nd
Kassabaum Inc. (HOK ), one
of th e world's largest d esign
firm s. His works include th e
Nati o n a l Air and Space
Mus e um, in Washington,
D. C., and King Saud
University, in Saudi Arabia.
Robert L. Vickery, Jr.,
FAIA , B.Arch. '60 , professo r o f
architecture at the Unive rsit y
o f Virginia for the past 25
years. H is firm, Robert
Vi cke ry and Associates, h as
wo n 13 AlA design awards.
Michael Willis, FAIA,
A.B. '73, M.S.W. '76, M. Arc h.
'76, fo under and own er o f
Mi c h ae l Willis and Assoc ia tes,
in Sa n Francisco. H e is presi
dent of the San Fran c isco AlA
chap te r.

All Around the University,
Schools Applaud Alumni and Friends
Recei v in g th e Young
Alumni Award was Stephen
E. White, A.B. '79, M.Arch.
'83, A.M. '83, assoc ia te pro
fesso r and assistant dean of
the School of Arc hitec ture at
Roger Williams Coll ege, in
Bristol, Rhod e Isla nd.
The Dean's Medal for Service
was presented to Warren M.
Shapleigh, chai r o f the School
of Architecture's Na tional
Council since its inception in
1988.

John M. Olin
School of Business
The John M. Oli n School of
Business h o no red four distin
guished alumni, th e recipi
ents of th e Dean's Medal for
1996, a nd th e Beta Gamma
Sigma Entrepreneurship
Medallion during its April 16
awards dinn e r at The Ritz
Carlton St. Louis.
Receiving th e Disting
uished Alumni Award for
1996 were:
James K. Berthold,
M.B.A. '62, cha irman of the
board and president of
Sunnen Products Co mpany,
in St. Loui s. Th e first com
pany head from o utside the
Sunnen family, Be rthold con
tinues the co mp a n y's man
agem e nt policy o f ex tensive
employee involvement.

Roy R. Heimburger,

Insiders' South America: Peru's Machu Picchu

The Lo<st City ob the IncCM
These mountain ruins are just one stop on a stimulating 14-day
tour (January 25-February 7) of Peru, Chile, Argentina, and Brazil
with WU Associate Professor of Spanish Maria Ines Lagos, a
native Chilean. For more information about this and other
"Passport to Knowledge" trips, call Jeannette Huey or Heather
Paymar at 1-800-247-8517 or 314-935-5208.

B.S.B.A . '59, president and
chief execu ti ve office r of Blu e
Cross and Blue Shield of
Missouri, a nd chairman and
chief executive o fficer of
RightC h oice Man aged Care
Inc. , both in St. Lo uis.
Mary Ann Krey, A.B. '69,
M.B .A. '88, chi ef executive
officer o f Krey Distributing
Compan y, in St. C harles,
Missouri. After Krey took over
the family busin ess in 1986, it
was nam ed a n Ambassador
Whol esale r, th e hi g hest level
an Anheuser-Busch wholesaler
can achieve.
William J. Shaw, M.B.A.
'72, exec utive vice president
of Marri ott International [n c.,
preside nt of the Service
Group, ilnd c h a irman of th e
FALL 199 6

board of Host Marrio tt
Services Corporati o n, a ll in
Washington, D.C.
Sh a ring the Dean 's Med a l
were Rohert Virgil, M.B.A.
'60, Ph.D. '67, gen e ra l partner
of the St. Louis-based n a ti o n
a l investment firm of Edward
Jones and dean of th e School
from 1976 to 1993, and hi s
wife, Gerry Virgil.
Recipient of th e Beta
Gam m a Sigma Meda llio n fo r
Entrepre neurship was Sam
Fox, B.S. B.A. '5 1, ch ai rm a n
a nd chief executive o ffi cer
o f the Harbour Group Ltd.
Fou nd ed by Fox 20 years ago,
Harbour Group and its a ffili 
ate h ave a nnual revenues of
abo ut $1.2 billion .

School of Engineering
and Applied Science
The School of Engin eering
a nd Applied Science h o n o red
seve n distinguish ed individu
als at its 22nd annual Alumni
Ac hi eve ment Awards Dinner
on M arc h 12 at America's
Ce nte r, in St. Loui s.
Recipients of th e Alumni
Achievement Award were:
Jack R. Bodine, B.S.f.E.
'49, M.B.A. '55, retired exec u
tiv e v ice president/co-o wn e r
of St. Louis-based Bodine
Aluminum Inc. , manufac tur er
o f sa nd and permane nt-m o ld
a luminum castin gs.

Norman Foster,
B.5Ch.E. '60, M.S.EA '64,
president of Philip Environ 
mental Inc. Chemica l G ro up,
in O ntario, Canada. Philip is
o n e of North Am e rica's lea d
ing integrated by-product
management and e nvi ro n 
m e ntal se rvices firms.

Rudolph Freedman,
B.S.Ch.E, '40, M.S.I.E. '52,
c h a ir o f St. Louis-based SEM
COR a nd Foster M ech an ica l
Eq uipment compani es, which
provide conveyer be ltin g,
hi gh-p erformance valves a nd
act uators, and power t ra n s
mission products for busi
n esses nationwide.

Joseph R. Moyer,
B.S.M.E. '48, the retired p resi
dent of Chas. S. Lewis &:
WA S HI N GTO N U NIV ERS IT Y
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Van Cleve Receives Eliot Society Award
William M. Van Cleve, J.D. '53,
vice chair of the University
Board of Trustees, received the
1996 William Greenleaf Eliot
Society Award at the society's
annual dinner, held on April 23
at The Ritz-Carlton St. Louis.
Van Cleve was recognized for
his exceptional service to
Washington University over
many years.
Van Cleve is past chairman
and managing partner of the
St. Louis law firm of Bryan
Cave LLP. He is chair of the
School of Law's National
Council and serves as a member
of the campaign cabinet for the
school's Building for a New
Century campaign. Among
other numerous University

Company Inc., of St. Louis;
developer of premium corro
sion-resistant allo)'s; and the
primary supplier of sulphuric
acid and sulphur pumps to
the sulphuric-acid industry.
Recognized with the 1996
Young Alumni Award was
Michael L. Riordan, A.B.
'79, B.5.Ch.E. ' 79, founder,
president, and chief execu tive
officer of Gilead Sciences, of
Foster City, California.
Jerome F. (B.5.ChE. '44,
M.5.Ch.E. '47) and Rosalie
Brasch received the 1996
Dean's Award in recognit ion
of their service to the schoo l,
University, and community.

School of Law
The School of Law presen ted
its 1996 Distinguished Law
Alumni Awards at the School's
annual dinner, held on May 17
at The Ritz-Carlton St. Louis.
Presented with Distin
guished Law Alumni Awards
were:
Melvin F. Brown, A.B.
'57, J.D. '6 1, president and
chief executive officer of
Deutsche Financial Services, a
unit of Deutsche Bank AG,
Germany's larges t hank.
Joan Dillon, B.S.B.A. '63 ,
.J.D. '66, intellectual-property
36
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and trad ema rks specialist for
th e Atlan ta law firm of King
& Spauld ing. Recent clients
include th e Atlanta Commit
tee for the Olympic Games
and Coca-Cola .

Charles Alan Seigel,
A.B. '56, J.D. '58, chair of
the litiga ti on sec tion of
The Stolar Partnership, in
St. Louis. He has been
invo lved in severa l landmark
decisions before th e United
Sta tes Supreme Court.
T he Honorable Joseph J.
Simeone, J.D . '46, a United
States adm inistrative law
judge, a former judge of the
Missouri Supreme Court, and
a former judge of the
Missouri Co urt of Appeals,
Easte rn District.

School of Medicine
The Washington University
Medical Center Alumni
Association h e ld its annual
awa rd s dinner May 11 at
T h e Ritz-Carlton St. Louis.
Receiving an Alumni
Achievement Award were:
Gladden V. Elliot, M.D.
'46, re tired clinical professor
of radiology at the School of
Medicine at th e University of
Ca lifornia, San Diego. An
e min en t radi o log ist, he has
FALL 1996

been an eloquen t spokesman
and influ entia l force for
change in the political arena
of medicine.
Lowell A. Gess, M.D. '51,
a medical missionary for
more than 40 years. A United
Methodist Church minister,
he has devoted his sk ill s as
ophthalmologist and surgeon
to restoring s igh t to th ou
sands of patients in Africa.
Larry J. Shapiro, A.B.
'68, M.D. '71, the WM.
and Marie Watts
Distinguished
Professor and
chair of the
departmen t of
ped ia trics at the
University of
California, San
Francisco, Schoo l of
Medicine, and chief of
pediatric services at the
Unive rsity of Californ ia
Medical Cen ter.
Presented with an
Alumni/Faculty Award were:
Claire Anderson, M.D.
'71, professor of radiology at
the School of Medicine, radi
ologist in th e ches t section at
Mallinckrodt In sti tute of
Radiology, and consulting
radio logist.
Louis P. Dehner, A. B.
'62, M.D. '66, professor of

activities, he is immediate past
chair of the Board of Trustees
and a past president and cur
rent officer of the Eliot Society.
He also chaired the search com
mittee that recommended the
University's current chancellor,
Mark S. Wrighton, to the
Trustees. Van Cleve's wife of 42
years, Georgia, is a 1951 gradu
ate of the College of Arts and
Sciences and an active volunteer.
Sam Fox, B.S.B.A. '51, presi
dent of the Eliot Society, pre
sented Van Cleve with a silver
replica of Heikki Seppa's The
Search, which represents the
University's endless quest for
truth and knowledge. The origi
nal sculpture is part of the
Gallery of Art's collection.

pathology, and professor of
pathology in pediatrics at the
School of Medicine. He is dir
ector of anatomic pathology
and surgical pathology as well
as surgical pathologist-in
chief at Barnes-Jewish Hospi
tal and pathologist-in-chief at
St. Louis Children's Hospital.

Gordon W. Philpott,
M.D. '61, the Harry Edison
Professor of Surgery and pro
fessor of radiology at th e
School of Medicine. He
is a Iso on the
surgery staff at
Barnes-Jewish
Hospital , a visit
ing attending
physician in
general surgery
at the John .
Cochran Veterans
Administration Hospital,
and a consulting staff mem
ber at St. Louis Children's
Hospital.
Recipient of the Distin
guished Service Award was

William H. Danforth,
chair of the Washington
University Board of Trustees
and co-chair of the board of
Barnes-Jewish Hospital. In
1995, he retired from th e
chancellorship of th e Univer
sity after 24 years of exem
plary service.
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Please send news (see form) to:
ClassMates, Alumni News
Washington University
Ca m pus Box 1086
One Brookings Drive
st. Louis, MO 63130-4899

marriages after the fact), and

Fax 314-935·8533
E-mail notes@wuvmd.wustl.edu.

e want to hear about
recent promotions,
honors, appointments,

travels, marriages (please report

births so we can keep your class
mates informed about important
changes in your lives.

Entries will appear, as space permits,
in the earliest possible issue, based
on the order received.

ALUMNI CODES
AR
BU
DE
EN
FA
GA
GB
GO
GF

Architecture
Business
Dentistry
Engineering
Fine Arts
Grad. Architecture
Grad. Business
Grad. Dentistry
Grad . Fine Arts

GL
GM
GN
GR
HA
HS
LA
LW
MD

Grad. law
Grad. Medicine
Grad. Nursing
Grad. Am & Sciences
Health Care Admin.
House Staff
Arts & Sciences
Law
Medicine
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Elizabeth Heideman Kaynor,
LA 46, was honored by the Dade
County Department of Parks and
Recreation at the "In the Company
of Women" awards ceremony in
March for her contribution to the
field of continuing education for
women. She also was named a 1996
Woman of Impact by the Co mmu
nity Coali tion for Women's Histo ry
Inc. She lives in Miami, Fla.
Teddy L. Ratliff, BU 49,
reports that he is retired and living
in Mayfielli, Ky., where he is active
in community affairs and serves as a
member of th e board of directors of
the C hambe r of Commerce. He is
also chairman of the community
economiC development committee
and is on the steering committee of
the Kentucky Economic Expansion
Program for an eight-county area of
western Kentucky. He adds that he
is secretary of the Mayfield/Graves
County Art Guild and preside nt of
the Rotary C lub.
Oliver W. Siebert, EN 49, was
named a fel low of NACE Interna 
tion al, the world's leading tec hnical
society dedicated to corrosion
control and prevention, at its
annual conference in March.

Ls
Dale K. Haworth, LA 50, GR 51,
is professor of art history and direc
tor of exhibitions at Carleton Col
lege, in Northfield, Minn .; he
retired from teaching Augu st 3 1,
and in conjunction with hi s retire
men t, an exhibition of his drawings
and a sympOSi um were held in his
h o n o r. He plans to continue

MT Manual Training
NU Nursing
OT Occupa. Therapy
PT Physical Therapy
51 Sever Institute
SU Sever Inst. Undergrad.
SW Social Work
TI Tech. & Info. Mgmt.
UC University College

research , writing, drawing, and
curating from a new "home base"
in New Mexico.
jere Stuart French, LA 51,
former dean of the College of
Environmenta l Design at California
State Polytechnic University, writes
articles and books on environmen
tal causes in his retirement. He lives
in Gulf Breeze, Fla.
Mordecai Simon, GR 52, was
awarded the order o f merit of the
Equestrian Order of the Holy Sepul
chre of jerusalem at an interfaith
service on April 21. Cardinal joseph
Bernardin, of C hicago, and Cardi
nal Carlo Furno, of Rome, presided
and conferred the title and symbols
of the order. Mordecai retired as
executive vice president of the
Chicago Board of Rabbis after 32
years of service.
Demetrios Kolokotronis, FA
53, received his 20-year pin for
continuous service as a fully certi
fied professiona l ski instructor and
member of th e Professional Ski
Instructors of America. He also was
on the staff of Woodstock '9 4,
which was he ld in Sa ugerties, N.Y. ,
where he lives.
Richard D. Aach, LA 55, MD
59, was appointed associate dean of
medicin e at Case Western Reserve
University, in C leveland, Ohio. He
has been director of medicine at
Cleveland 's Mt. Sinai MedicalCenter
and professor and vice chairman
of medicine at CWHU for the past
seven years. He also served a~
chairman of the Council of Gradu
ate Education at the medical school
and as one of 12 members of th e
internal m ed icine test committee
of the National Board of Medical
Examin ers. He also was the 1995
recipient o f the Mt. Sinai Faculty
Teaching Excellence Award.

Donald C. Grant, EN 55, wa~
e lected to a two-year term as presi
dent of the Mason Contractors
Assoc iation of America (MCAA ).
He is president of Gra nt Masonry,
in St. Louis.
Richard]. Buschart, EN 56,
was recognized by th e International
Society for Measurement and Con
trol (ISA) as an ISA fellow for his
contributions in haza rdo us area
classification . He also received a
second award for promoting
advanced concepts in the National
Electrical Code for hazardous loca
tions. He is chairman of the National
Electrical Code committee on haz
ardous areas.
john S. Spratt, HS 59, is a
professor of surgery and president
of the Kentucky Division of the
American Cancer Society. On March
12 he gave the Funeral Home Direc
tors of jefferson County a n update
on cancer research funded by the
Ca ncer Society in KentuCky, express
ing the Society's appreciation for
their fund-raisng effo rt to create a
living memorial grove of trees.

Gary james Gray, LA 68, was
appointed director of the down
town St. Louis location of Centre
Point Corporate Health Services, a
divisi on of St. Louis Health Ca re
Network specializing in occupa 
tional and environmental medicine.
Stephen I. Schabel, LA 68,
was elected to the board of directors
of th e Federation of State Medical
Boards of the United States. He is a
professor of radiology at the Medical
Unive rsity of South Ca rolina , in
Charleston.
Morton Denlow, LA 69, was
appointed March 1 as a federal
magistrate judge in the Uniteli
States District Court in Ch icago.
Mort and Reva Denlow, LA 69,
are proud that their son Andrew
graduated from Washington U. in
May 1996 and that their daughter,
Laura, is a member of the WU
Class of 2000. They also have two
o th er sons, Joshua and Mich ae l.
Maury B. Poscover, LW 69,
was named a fellow of th e Coll ege
of Law Practice Managem ent, in
Ann Arbor, Mich., in April.

Ir s
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Allan G. Barclay, GR 60, received
the 1995 Division 12 Award for
Distinguished Professiona l Contri
butions to Clinical Psychology from
the American Psychological Associa
tion in August 1995 .
john Gianoulakis, LA 60, was
named a fellow of the American
College of Trial Lawyers in March
1996. In March he finished a three
week trial in the U.S. District Court
for the Eastern District of Missouri
as lead trial counse.1 for 16 St. Louis
suburban school districts on the
State of Missouri's motion for a
declaration of unitary status relating
to several components of a desegre
gation remedy put in place between
1980 and 1983. He is a partner in
the St. Louis firm Kohn, Shands,
Elbert, Gianoulakis, and Giljum.
Ed Levy, UC 63, received the
1996 Whirlpool Master Teacher
Award from Whirlpool Corp. He is
an instructor in the SOCia l and
behavioral sciences diviSion at
Westark Community College, in
Fort Smith, Ark.
Marilyn Dann Steinback, LA
66, is in private practice in psychol
ogy, with Affiliated I)sychothera
pists, in St. Louis. She is a licensed
professional counselor in the state
of Missouri, a nationa l board-certi
fied counselor, and a g raduate of
the Menninger Foundation's mar
riage and family therapy training
program.
Leslie S. Cutler, DE 68, was
appointed chancellor and provost for
health affairs and preSident of the
University of Connecti cu t Health
System, in Farmington, Conn.
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james Farrar, LA 70, was named
a Marshall Gates Distinguished
Faculty Scholar at the Univers ity of
Rochester, in New York, where he is
a professor of chemistry and an
expert o n chemical energy.
Hanford Gross, EN 70, is
president of Gross Mechani ca l
Contracto rs, a St. Louis-based
mechanical contracting company
that received first-place honors for
its excellent 1995 safety record,
recognized by the Mechanica l
Contracto rs Association of America.
jeffrey Mantel, LA 70, spent
three weeks training on northern
Baffin Island , in the Nort hwest
Territori es of the Canadian ArctiC,
as a member of the 1997 Weber
Mal ako h ov North Pole Expedition
team . The team tested newly
designed gear under Arctic-expedi
tion conditions, in preparation for
the 1997 attempt to cross the Polar
ice pack o n foot from Siberia to the
North Pole with no sled dogs or
outside resupply.
Marco Maurizio Pardi, GR
70, ha s been a public health adv ise r
with the Federal Centers for Disease
Con trol since 1983, and he is still
employed in international and
domestic programs addressing a
va riety o f outbreaks. He and w ife
Patricia, a microbiologist, live in
Georgia.
Deborah Berman, GR 71, was
elected president of the Illinois
chapter o f the College and Univer
Sity Personnel Association at its
annual fall conference in Schaum
berg, III. She works in hum an
resources at the South ern Illinois
University School 01 Medi c ine.
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Bette Warren, LA 71, is profes
sor of m a th e matics at Eas tern
Michigan University. Sh e won th e
unive rsity's 1995 Distinguis h ed
Faculty Award for Service to th e
Un i versi ty.
Peter C. Wittlin, LA 71, is a
rea l estate a nd busin ess a ttorney; h e
is a lo ngtime membe r o f the Ca li·
fornia Assoc iation of Rea ltors '
referral pa n el-and an avi d golfe r.
He lives in Irvine, Ca lif.
Paul A. Croce, SI 72, assista nt
manger o f the researc h div ision o f
factory Mutual Researc h Corp., was
elected vice presid e nt at the Ma rch
board of directors and managers
m eeting. O n july 1, h e was appo int
ed manage r o f th e resea rc h di v ision.
Leonard Vines, LW 72, a
principal in the St. Lo uis law firm o f
Vines, i-rankel, Rubin , Bond, and
Dubin, was the editor o f Melgers al/{I

Constance K. Barsky, GR 75,
was elec ted to th e board of tru stees
at De nison Unive rs ity, in Granvill e,
Ohio, as the alumni-nomina ted
tru stee, who serves a six-yea r term .
She wo rks at Ohio State Unive rsity
as th e statewide director of Di scov
ery, th e National Scie nce Founda
ti on's systematic initiative in math
emati cs and sci e n ce educati o n
reform in Ohi o.
Laurie Raskin Katz, LA 75,
received the 1995 - 96 Outstanding
Arts Ed ucator Award from th e
Massac husetts Alliance for Arts
Edu catio n. Lauri e is the direct o r of
theatre a rts and a fine arts coo rdi
nator for VVesto n Middle Sc hoo l,
a public school in Weston , Ma ss.
She a nd husband Peter live in the
Boston area with their two daugh
ters, Anna and Sara.
8artley F. Day, LW 76, co
Acqllisitiol/s ufFrn)'/chise Compal/ies, a auth o red a chapter, "Contra c t~ a nd
Rel ationships Be twee n Maj or Labels
book publi shed by th e American
Bar Assoc iation.
and Independent Labels," fo r the
Stephen W. Kiefer, LA 73,
1996 edition o f Til e Mllsician 's
professor o f psych o logy at Kan sas
Business ami Legal Gllide, compil ed
State Unive rsity, in Manhattan,
by th e Be verly Hill s Bar Assoc iation
Kans., wa s a recipient o f the uni ver
and published by Prentice-Ha ll
Publi shing. Bart is a n entertain
sity's 1996 Presidenti al Award for
Teaching Exce llence in May.
m e nt attorney based in Portland,
Ore. , w h e re h e lives with wife
Aliah Mubarak-Tharl'e, LA
73, is com munity ed ucation se ni o r
Pierina and son Barrett, 9.
program facilitator with the Am e ri
David E. Nelson, G8 76, was
can Youth Foundati o n , in St. Lo ui s. elected president o f the boa rd o f
She received the exce ll e n ce in
trustees of Bry n Mawr School, in
leadership a ward from the Natio n a l Baltimore, Md. , in May. He is a
Confere nce, a human relation s
prin cipal of Investment Counselors
o rganizatio n dedicated to fightin g
of Maryland and pres ident o f the
bias, bigotr y, and ra cism. Aliah was
Baltimo re Security Ana lysts Soc iety.
recognized as an o utstanding volu n He h as se rved o n til e Bryn Mawr
teer ior h e r co ntributions to di s
School board for 10 years, inc luding
mantling racism in th e community. four as treasure r and chair o f the
She lead s training sess ions for
finan ce committee.
co mmunity g roups, educators, and
Heidi Sherman, FA 76, had an
businesses and serves as a membe r
exhibit of platinum -process land
of the core faculty of th e Nati o nal
scape photography in May 1996 at
Conference Dismantling Racism
th e David Winton Bell Gall ery on
th e Brown Unive rsity cam p us , in
Trainin g Developm e nt Institute .
Elias Vlanton, LA 73, had a
Provide nce, R.I. He idi lives in
book, Wil o Killed George Polk .? The
Ho pkinton , Mass., and she is repre
Press Covers lip a D eath in the Family, sented by gall e ries in Boston, New
publish ed in March by Templ e
York C ity, and San ta Fe.
Universi ty Press. He is a Wa slling
Nicholas A. Ungaro, LA 76,
to n , D. C., writer, resea rcher, and
was appointed product manager of
G reek-Aln e rican com munity activist. Ame rican Wood mark Corp., a
jantCS Cohen, LA 74, works fo r leading nationa l manufacture r of
SmithKJin e Beecham Pharma ceuti
cabin e ts, located in Winchester, Va.
ca ls, whe re he is directo r of rheuma
Patty Shure, LA 77, is a med
tology and a utoimmune tiisease. He
ica l h e rbali st and o wner o f Dragon
also lead s a nd plays pedal steel guitar River Herbals, an herbal apothecary
in a six-piece Texas-swing band ca lleti and ex tract compa ny in EI Rito,
N.M. She says sh e lives in a "sma ll
"Beats Walkin'," which plays clubs
northern New Mexico town in an
a nd music iestiva ls in the Philadel
phia area and is receivi ng local radio
80-year-old adobe house," w he re she
air-play of their new recording.
is rai sing her two sons, Jonah, 6, and
Rob March Harper, GF 74,
Chri s, 5, with he r partner, tvlary.
had a show o f oil paintings at Sarratt
Gerry Yokota-Murakami, LA
Ga llery at Vanderbilt Universit y, in
77, received a PhD from Prince ton
Nashville, Ten n. , in j a nuary. In july Univers ity in 1992 and is an associ
and Augu st, he sh owed 28 paintings ate p ro fessor at Osaka Univers ity, in
at Spartanburg County Art Museum, japan . She and partner Takayuki
in Spartanburg, S.c. The show is in
(also at OU) ha ve a son, Yu , born
the Maud e Kerns Art Center, in
Marc h 6. Gerry ca n be reach ed by
Eugen e, O re ., from Sep tember
e-mail at gyokotal1:olisa.lang .osaka
through Oc tober.
u.ac.jp.
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Polly Young-Eisendrath, SW
77, GR 80, is aut hor of The Gifts of
Sufferillg: Fillding Jmight, Compassioll,
and Renewal, a ne w book publish ed

injune by Addison Wesley Longman .

june Eyestone Finnegan, FA
78, comple ted her PhD in art edu ca
ti o n at th e University of Missouri in
1989. She ea rned tenure and promo 
ti o n to associate professo r of art
ed ucation at Fl o rida Sta te University
in 1993. On April 6, 1996, she mar
ri ed james Finnegan, an art directo r,
in Na ples, Fla. Sh e can be reached b y
e-mail at jeyeston{iJlmail er.fsu.edu.
jerald L. Kent, 8U 78, GB 79,
is co- found er and preside nt of
C ha rter Co mmunicati o ns, inc. ,
a mong th e to p 12 cabl e television
co mpanies in the United States,
se rving about 900,000 subscribers in
17 states thro ugh joint ven tures. He
is responsible fo r the co mpany's
acquisition a nd finance activiti es
a nd has en gin ee red about $1.5
bi llion in aCCjuisitions during th e
co mpany's two years in business.
Krishna V. Prasad, SI 78, SI
79, reports that he is once again "on
th e move," mov ing from Madras,
India, to Hyd e rabad to jo in CMC
Limited. CMC is one o f India's
leading info rmation tec hno logy
compa ni es, an d Krishna jo ined
SCADA group to look after all th e
ac tivities, bo th techni cal a nd busi
n ess, of the g ro up.
Elliotj . Roth, LA 78, is med
ica l director o f the Rehab ilitation
Institute of C hicago and c hairman
of phys ical m edicine and re habilita
ti o n at Northwes tern University
Medical School. He was a ppointed
to the editorial boards of the

sees cli e nts in pri vat e practice.
Marilyn says her ex tracurricula rs
includ e wo rkouts at Vic Tanny,
bicycl e riding, dan ce, and interna 
tional trave l.

8renda Shirley laTorre, FA
80, is an art directo r in the corpo 
rate graph iCS departm e nt at O cc i
dental C he mical Corporation
(OxyC he m ), in Dallas, Tex.

Kathy Summers, LA 80,
married Ro bert Nudgi ns on Marcil
9. Kath y is an obste trician/gyn eco l
ogist in p ri vate practice at th e
Woman 's Hospital a nd Texa s
Medical Ce nter, in H o uston, Tex.
Robert is a psychiatric nurse.

Lillie Chin Beckman, LA 81,
and husband Fred have twin
daughters, EJizabeth Ja ne and
Carolin e Anne, bo rn Aug. 8, 1995 .
They liv e in Mun ster, Ind.

Koren Ikeda, LA 81, DE 85,
apolog izes to classmates for having
missed th e to-year dental class
reunion in St. Loui s. Along with
husband Ron Takata, DE 82,
and so n "Case," 2, Koren was in
jakarta, Ind onesia , v isiting

Himawan Halim, DE 86, GO
88. Koren says that her classm a tes
in th e reu nion ph o tos " looked
g reat. "

Robert H. Winters, GA 81, is
partn e r in a new St. Lo uis-ba sed
indepe nd e nt architectural d es ign
and p lanning firm , O tto lino Win
ters Hu ebn e r.
Nathan Byers, EN 82, li ves in
Seattle a nd is a partn er in th e
mechanica l enginee ring consulting
firm of Sider and Byers Assoc iates.
He says h e is married "to a wonder
ful w o man named Page," and they
Archil'fS u( Physical Afedicine and
have a d a ughter, Halli e Clare, 2. He
Rel1llbilitatioll, the America ll !oumal
adds, "1 am finall y all g rown u p
o(Physical Medicine and Relwbilita
and embody the quick inte llige nce
of Elm e r i-udd, the good fortun e o f
lion, the ! ullmal o( Neurolugical
RellO/Jilitatioll, and EllroRe/7a/J. He
Wile E. Coyote, th e social skill s of
is also editor-in-chief o f Top ics in
Daffy DUCk, and th e good looks o f
Goofy."
Stroke Rehabilitation.
jessica Goldstein, LA 82,
Anne Burris Gasior, LA 79,
has worked for the la st two years as
comple ted her master's d eg ree in
a feature writer at th e DaytOil Daily
actin g at the University of Wash
News. In the past year, she trave led
ingto n and is a fa culty m embe r of
to japan o n a jo urnalism fellow ship the Free hold Th ea te r Collec ti ve .
a nd covered the Idi tarod sled-dog
jessica is an Equity actress and
race in Ala s.ka. In jul y, she moved
acted in Scutlrll1ri Road at t h e Empty
with her hu sband to New jersey,
Space Theater, in Sea ttle.
where sh e starts law school at Seton
Keith E. johnson, LA 82, and
Hall in th e fa ll .
wife Randi SchmillJohnson,
LA 85, have a daughter, Emily,
born Feb. 28; sh e jo ins Sarah, 4,
: I s
and Amy, 3. They live in St.
Charles, 111.
Marilyn 8ass, SW SO, worked
Steven Leof, 8U 82, moved to
with the De part ment o f Mental
Londo n four years ago from New
Health fo r 10 years as a clinical
York to attend th e Sloan f ell o wship
social wo rker at St. Lou iS State
ma ster's program at London Bus i
Hos pital and unit manage r at Ma l
ness Schoo l, a one-year co urse for
colm Bli ss, in St. Loui s. For the last
mid-ca ree r executives leading to an
three years, she has been social
M5c degree in management. With a
services direc tor at De lmar Garde ns
sales anti marke ting background in
West Nursin g and Reti re ment Cen
th e info rmation industry, fo r the
te r, al so in St. Loui s. She teaches
past three years h e has bee n d eve l
assertive ness t rainin g in the Park way oping his consulting practi ce,
Co ntinuin g Education Program and Capital Co nsultin g Associates, and

is increasingly involved with the
Internet/Intranet and other inter
active activities. He also has been
running the I.ondon chapter of the
WU Alumni and Parents Admission
Program.
Michael Meyers, BU 82, re
ports he is "proud to announce the
birth of twins, Nathan and Rachel,
on Nov. 16, 1995. The twins are
doing great, but mom, dad, and big
sister Marcy are all very tired." He
says he is completing the fifth year
of his own business, Meyers Sales
and Marketing, which sells station
ery products and party goods to re
tailers in the midwest. Michael also
teaches marketing at the Indianapo
lis branch of Indiana University.
Harry Velez-Quinones, LA
82, was granted tenure as an assis
tant professor of foreign languages
and literature at the University of
Puget Sound, where he teaches

t

Spanish language and culture and
specializes in 16th- and 17th-cen
tury Spanish literature.
Constant Albertson, FA 83,
exhibited her ceramic sculpture in
the Colburn Gallery at the Univer
sity of Vermont in january 1996.
Her work was displayed at the
Toronto Airport (Terminal 3) from
May to August.
Col. Ramona C. Stelford, GB
83, is at the U.S. Air Force Space
Command and is in charge of
coordinating all Air Force Reserve
personnel who report to Spacecom.
She is a recent graduate of the
Industrial College of the Armed
Forces, in Washini,c[on, D.C.
Patricia "Tisa" Watts, LA 83,
is a technical illustrator at Novell,
Inc., a software company in San
jose, Calif. She also teaches corpo
rate fitness and nutrition classes
and has completed several sprint

triathlons. She can be reached bye
mail at Patricia_\oValts0\novell.com.
Steve Wells, EN 83, SI 89, was
promoted to director of technology
at Allied Signal Technical SerVices
Corp. Steve and Wife Heather live
outside Washington, D.C., in
Columbia, Md., with their three
children: Timothy, 6, Andrew, 2, and
Rachel, 1. Steve can be reached by
e-mail at wellss0)c!mmpOOl.atsc.
allied.com.
Sarah Whitman, LA 83, and
husband Abe Wit on sky report that
they are the "proud (and tired)
parents" of Lauren Marie Witonsky,
born April 30; they live in Philadel
phia, Pa.
Lisa (Mayer) Estes, LA 84, SW
85, and husband Larry have three
children: Emily, 6; Maura 3 1/2; and
lan, 9 months. Lisa and family
reside in Houston, Tex., where she is
director of development at the

W~~rnDm~'i100 m [il(iH!) ~D 11~~ I Carol Randolph

Shlenker School. She would love to
hear from friends via e-mail at
37233.2721 Ci''compuserve.com.
Kathleen Touchette Fern,
HA 84, married Michael Fern in
1991 and has one daughter, Amber,
born Aug. 18, 1994. Kathleen is a
recruiter for physician executives
in health-care organizations with
a company in Tampa, Fla.
Marsha Pik-Nathan, GR 84,
GR 87, was ordained as a rabbi by
the Reconstructionist Rabbinical
College, in Wyncote, Pa., at its
june 9 graduation ceremonies. She
received a master of Hebrew letters.
John Dacey, LA 85, and wife
Yvonne Grimes-Dacey have a
daughter, Rachel Judith, born March
24. john can be reached via e-mail at
rugby007<[(lu. wash ington .edu.
Louisa Foster, LA 85, and hus
band William Hay have a daughter,
Aidan Louise, born May 18. Louisa

M.S. '65 (science education)

The Law Is Her Anchor

J

ob description: Anchor and
lawyel; Court TV; host,
Instant Justice . Explains
civil and airninal law concepts
and procedures (or live and taped
trials; interviews experts. Masters
"up to five pounds o( briefing
notes" before major trials and
special situa tions slich as the war
crimes trial at Th e Hague, requir
ing thorough knowledge o( trial
bl1cks round, books, history, Slos
saries, and foreign lesal terms
and pronounciations. Accom
modates shiftinS work h OllIS
and venues , Commutes to
New York City from Wasizinston,
D. C.
Ca rol Randolph's responsi
bilitie s would seem daunting to
some, but h e r skills made h e r a
shoo-in for h e r pOSitions. In
ad d ition to knowing the law
and be ing a smart, articulate
e nte rtain er, Randolph's demon
strated abilities includ e be ing a
qui c k study, translating difficult
information accurate ly, an d
e xplaining th e law effe ctively.
She didn ' t eve n have to
app ly for the job. In 1993 , she
wa s writin g a " no parame te rs"
column for th e \'<'!asl1ington
Tribune and workin g for a small
law firm in the capital w h en

Court TV called. (Previous expe
rience included co-hosting a
Washington TV talk show with
Ren e Carpenter, ex-wife of the
fo rm e r astronaut, while she
completet1 a law degree at
night.)
Randolph sounds good on
pa p er, and sh e is even better
in ac tion, as sh e anchors major
trials on C ourt TV and hosts
ordinary hearings on Jnstant
Justice, "We've done a lot of
p o lling," Ra ndolph says. "The
judges like what we do, and the
vi ew e rs say 'thank you.'"
T h e courtroom dramas
Ran d olph inte rprets can be as
co mpe lling as anything on
Law and Order or Murder One.
Subjec ts range from a suit
against a breast-implant manu
facturer to a murder trial
involving a former Navy com
mande r and a bully who
all egedly tried to run people off
C alifornia 's winding mountain
ro ad s , Ironic ally, the 0.].
Simpson trial drew m o re atten
tion than T h e Ne th e rlands war
crim e s h earings, both of which
she h e lp ed cove r.
"For both t rials, I really
w e nt to school," says
Randolph, on e of two women

and six men on
camera . "During
the O.J. tri a l r
read tons of
information
about motions to
be filed, and a
Yale professor
gave us in-depth
background
about DNA. We
may have over
prepared, co nsid
ering what went on
with th e jury [who did not
ponder DNA argum e nts in
th e ir d e libe rations), but we
had to be thoroughly pre
pared in ord e r to explain it."
Randolph ha s always mas
te red whateve r is in fr o nt of
her. Planning to parlay her
und e rgraduate bio lo gy degree
into a medical degree but n eed
ing to earn money to do it,
Randolph, who grew up near
the Hilltop C ampus, "walked
into Washington University to
take some education courses."
Wh en sh e discove red she quali
fied for "a wonderful, wonder
ful Nat ional Scie nce Founda
tion scholarshi p, " conce ived to
help improve hig h-school sci
ence teaChing, she earned her
FALL 1996

master's degree in science edu
cation. Next, she and her first
husband moved to Washing
ton, D.C., whe re he we nt to
law school and Rando lph
"typed his papers with growing
enthusi asm." There she audi
tioned for, and landed, her first
television talk-show job.
Today, as the legal system
is critici zed in many quart e rs,
Randolph hope s her commen
tary provicles some balance.
"Eve n during th e O.J.
Simpson trial, when people
w e re talking about th e jury
system, I think they could see
that it w a s an a be rration in
Califo rnia, and that time after
time, th e system works."

-Judy H. Watts
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
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is co mpleting he r doctorate in
Lisa Kalmans Feder, LA GB
clinical psyc ho logy in Chicago.
86, and hu sba nd Seth Fed er have
a son , Franklin Jo n ah , bo rn Jan .
Gregory R. Leigh, GR 85,
rece ived a Ph D in special educa ti o n
26. They li ve in Da ll as, Tex. Li sa is
fro m Mona sh University, in Mel
a m ana ge r of globa l skin care
bourne , Au stralia. He and wife Helen p roduct marketin g a t Mary Kay
Cos me ti cs; she ca n be reached via
have two d aug hters : Amy Ell en ,
bo rn in 1991, a nd Peta Fra nces,
e-ma il a t slfedfiVao l.com .
Michael H. boSak, LW 86,
born in 1993. Th ey live in Syd ney,
wh ere Grego ry is head of profess io n
was n a m ed a prin cipa l o f the
St. Lo ui S law firm Klutho, Cody,
al education a nd research fo r th e
Royal New South Wales Institute for and Kil o.
Dea f and Blind Children. He holds
Orlando Peraza, GB 86, says
he is "livin g the Jimm y Buffett
a jo int appo intment as a seni o r
li fe-style in Pu erto Rico" and
lec turer in th e faculty of ed uca tio n
a t the Unive rsity o f Newcas tl e,
wor king as portfo li o ri sk manager
Au stralia. He ca n be reach ed by
for No rwest-Island fi nance. Al o n g
e-ma il at rcgri@cc. newcastl e.edu .au.
with zoo logist M .A. Lucking, he
Pamela Lackritz Moehle, BU fo und ed Co ralat ions, In c., a n on 
profit gro up that addresses coastal
85, GB 89, was a ppointed execu
t ive directo r o f th e Misso uri Reg ion
ecosyste m conserva ti o n in th e
Cari bbea n islands. An d he says, as
o f the Nati o n a l Neurofibro ma tosis
tim e pe rmits, h e is writing a
Fo undation.
Michael j. Simon, LA 85, a nd
co ll ec tion of short sto ri es about
wife Julie Ga ni fas have a son ,
the "q uirks a nd c ha rac te rs o f th e
mode rn Caribbea n ."
Mi c hael Emmanu e l, born Feb. 20 .
Mo ther and fa th er are "bac k to
Lori Rubin-Nacht, LA 86,
wo rk" in ped iatrics and inte rn a l
and husband Brad Nacht, LA
86, h ave a son, j acob Micah, born
medicine, res pectively, and they
would love to h ea r from class mates Jan . 12, 1995. Th ey live in
via e-mail at
Ri ve rda le, N.¥
ll1j simon(tilpo. m em.com .
Steven Shalowitz, LA 86,
Kathy Weber, BU 85, is gen
h as worked for the past six years
era l counse l of Omega Reh abi lita
for Dentsu, Young & Rubicam , an
ti o n Centers, In c. , in Dallas, Tex.
adverti sing firm in C hina; he is
Sh e says th a t she "still mi sses Thurs grou p account direc to r for the
firm 's Shang hai o ffi ce.
d ay nights at th e Rat. "
Debra Carlson-Wood, LW 85,
jolm Shomaker, BU 86, GB
was nam ed dean of studen ts at
87, ami Elizabeth (Norwood)
Illinois Wesleya n University, effec
Shomaker, LA 86, h ave a
ti ve Aug. 1. She also serves as an
daughter, Ava Chri stin e, born Dec.
2, 1995; she joins sister Grace,
associate p ro fesso r o f politi ca l
scie nce .
2 1/2. T hey li ve in Arlingto n, Va.
Bernard Zeffren, LA 85,
jennifer Field Bowbill, BU
co mpleted his fe ll ows hip in a ll ergy/ 87, an d hu sban d Willia m have a
son , Billy, born Ma rch 1; he joins
immunology at All Children 's
Hos pital, in St. Petersburg, Fla., and
si ster Sa rah, 2. Th ey live in Fram
bega n practi ce in Orlando in Jul y.
ingh a m , Mass.
He a nd wife Lisa h ave a da ughte r,
janice Weiss Brown, LA 87,
Ha nn a h Be th , bo rn Aug. 8, 1995.
a nd hu sband I.a rry Bro wn ha ve a
Rebeccaj. Bennett, LA 86,
son, Et han Dani el, born j a n. 30.
was granted ten ure ami was p ro
Janice works part tim e as an
mo ted to assoc iate professo r o f
inte rn a tional fin a n ce manager at
m a nagem ent at the Uni vers ity o f
Login Bro thers Book Co mpany.
To led o, in To ledo , Ohio.
Larry is a n intelledu al property
Brian D. Bonquet, LW 86, is a atto rn ey a t Ladas a nd Parry, in
m e mber o f th e la w firm of l.ew is,
C h icago.
Rice, and Finge rsh, and is based in
David Brunsman, EN 87,
th e St. Loui s offi ce 's corporate
and Lori Brunsman, LA 87,
department, wh ere he prac tices
h ave a d aughter, Ke ll y Alexand ra ,
bo rn Fe b. 3, 1996; she jo i ns siste rs
prima ril y in the a reas o f ge ne ra l
Ka re n , 10, and Kristin e, 6. -1l1ey
co rporate, rea l es ta te, and m ergers
ami acqui sitio n s.
Ji ve in Lor to n, Va.
jane (Wiechert) Caldwell,
Edwin K. Burkett, LA 86,
graduated from the Uniformed
LA 87, is an an es th es iology
residen t at the Uni ve rsity of
Se rvices University Medi ca l Sc h oo l
Mi sso uri; she gradua teli fro m the
in 1991 and co mpleted his famil y
practice resid ency in 1994. He and
Uni versity of Mi ssouri Schoo l o f
wi fe Lisa h ave a so n, Dom in ic Ross,
Med.ici ne in 1994. Sh e m a rried
bo rn Aug. 6, 199 4, and were
Ma tt Lu edders, a Co lumbia, Mo.,
"ex pecting baby number two in
architec t, in Octobe r 1995.
Jun e 1996 ." They have bee n sta
Shelley Darrell Chatfield,
tio ned in Turkey for two yea rs and
LA 87, a nd hu sband Ll oyd ha ve a
celebrated their sixth annive rsa ry by son , Ll oyd Charl es C hatfield JJ1,
mov ing to Howa rd Air Fo rce Base in bo rn ApriJ 12. They live in Lexin g
the Panam a Ca n al Zone in th e
to n , Ky. , where Shell ey is an
ass ista nt United Sta tes attorney
summer.
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an d Ll oyd is a n attorn ey in p rivate
practice.
E. Darrin Cox, BU 87, gradu
ated from jeffe rson Medica l College
in Philad elphia in Jun e 199 6 and has
begun res idency trainin g in general
surgery at Wa lter Reed Army Medical
Cente r, in Was hingto n, D.C.
Cindy Grushin, LA 87, GB 93,
marri ed Erik Trusler, EN GB 93,
on Jun e 22; they live in St. Louis.
Christopher L. Kanzler, LA
87, is an assoc iate o f the C layton
la w firm o f Be hr, Mantova ni,
McCart e r, a nd Po tter. Hi s p ractice is
concent ra ted in the a rea o f civil
litigati on, with an emph as is on
constru cti o n , comm erCia l, and real
estate m a tt e rs. He is a membe r of
the Mi sso uri and Illinois ba rs. He
and wife Ma ry have three childre n
ami live in Kirkwood, Mo .
Michael Louis Levine, LA 87,
received hi s rhO in Engli sh from
Rice Un ivers ity in May. He Jives in
Housto n, Tex.
jaJnes T. Madore, LA 87, was
named the sm all-busin ess m edia
advocate o f the year by the U.S.
Small Busin ess Administrati o n. He
recei ved the na tio na l awa rli in Jun e
from Preside nt C linto n. He is a
busi ness repo rter for The Buffalo

ma ti cs from Pu rdue Unive rsity in
1994 , and he is ass istant professo r
o f mathe ma tics at the Unive rsity o f
Wi sco nsin-Pla ttevill e. He was
na m ed Exem p la ry Faculty in
Research/Professio nal Deve lop m ent
by the Coll ege of Engineerin g,
Ma thema tics, a nd Science.
Lourdes Vega, BU 88, and
hu sband j aime Ga rcia ha ve a
da ughter, Ca ro lin a Isabel, born
Nov. 24, 1995 . They live in j ac k
so nville, Fla ., wh ere Lourdes left he r
ma rke ting manage r pOSitio n with
Cl ini q ue to becom e a full-tim e
mo m .
Henry M. Bass, EN 89, GB
89, received a m as ter's degree in
mec hanical en gin ee ring from
Virginia Po lytechnic Institu te and
State University in Ma y. A pro ject
engineer, he manages resea rc h a nd
deve lopment in the areas o f lase r
p rocessing, ro bo tics, and m ac hine
too l design a nd automati o n fo r the
Ame rican Resea rch Corpora tio n o f
Virgi nia .
Glenn Keith Bush, GA 89,
jo in ed the Nas hv ill e, Tenn ., a rchi
tec tural firm of Eve rton, Og lesby,
and Askew as a p ro ject architec t.
Daryl (Sack) Epstein, LA 89,
ami hu sba nd Andrew Epstein,
News.
LA 89, h ave a son , Zach a ry
Stephen, born Oc t. 30, 1995 .
Kim Rice-Turley, LA 87, ami
husband Rich Turley, EN 89,
Alan R. Elkin, BU 89, gradu
have a son, C hri stoph er Dav is, bo rn a ted from Em o ry University's law
April 17. Th ey li ve in Findlay, Ohio, sch oo l as a m e mber o f th e O rd e r o f
wh ere Rich is a pipelin e en gin eer fo r th e Coif a nd is n ow a n assoc iate
with the la w firm Akin , Gu m p,
Marath o n O il Compan y.
Melissa (pierce) Wells, LA 87, Strauss, Haver, a nd Felli, in Da ll as .
received h er chartered prope rty and
Pablo Gaviria, Sf 89, li ves
casualty underwriter des igna ti o n in
w ith wife Ma ri a Elena and chil
dre n-Pablo, Ana ma ria , and Jose
1995. She a lso ha s received the
assoc ia te in claim s a nd associate in
in Ba rranquilla, Colombia. Pa bl o
managem e nt design ati o n s. Sh e is a
now works fo r Pa rso ns Power
staff cl aim re presentative fo r Allstate Gro up of \3osto n in the T ESSA
rep o wering pro jec t.
Insuran ce. She and h e r husband,
jim Wells, AR 87, were expecting
Laura Hromyak Hendrix, LA
their third c hild as o f june. Th ey
89, was appo inted general coun se l
can be reac h ed bye-m a il a t
o f th e Kentucky Executive Bra nc h
QMWI 874@aol.com.
Ethics Comm iss io n . She a nd h us
Cindy Bitter, LA 88, co m
ba nd Doug h ave a daughter,
pleted a res ide ncy in em erge ncy
Madeleine Brady, born Feb. 6, 1996.
medi cine in Milwau kee, Wi sc., and
Susan Pollack, FA 89, m a rri ed
Pe tty Office r j aso n Bums o f the
jo in ed th e sta ff o f Mi sso uri Baptist
Ho sp ita l, in St. Lo uis .
United States Navy o n Easter
weekend 1996. Th ey ha ve moved
Darrell Mayon, EN 88, and
wife Donna Gyles-Mayon, EN 88, to Atsugi, japa n , fo r severa l yea rs,
have a so n , Derek Xavi er, born Ma y d uring whi ch Susa n will teach a rt
17. Da rre ll ea rned hi s p rofess ional
ami English .
enginee r's lice nse in 1995 a nd an
Paul B. Reiner, LA 89, a nd
MBA fr o m the Un ive rsity o f Michi
Wife jackie have a son , Joshua Aron
Rein e r, born Apr il 12.
gan in 199 4. They li ve in Ho uston,
Tex., wh ere both Darre.11 a nd Donn a
Monica Theresa Serrano, GB
hold pos iti o n s as seni o r technology 89, received a n MD degree fro m
Bay lo r Co ll ege o f Medicin e, Ho us
develop ment engin ee rs with Lyo n
de ll Pe troc hemical and Albe ma rle
ton , Tex., a t commencement
Corp ., respec tively.
ce re monies in May. She h as bee n
jennifer Zulanch Oppen
acce pted into the famil y p rac tice
heimer, BU 88, and hu sba nd
residency prog ram at the Uni ver
Michae l h ave a son, Zac h ary Isaac,
sity of New Mex ico , in
born April 4. They live in Sko kie, Ill. Al buquerqu e.
Anthony D. Thomas, LA 87,
Rachel Coben, LA 90, GR 92,
a nd wife Ka re n ha ve a son , Alexan
is pursuing a PhD in educa ti o n a l
der Da vid, bo rn Feb. 21, 1995 .
psyc hology a n d licensure as a
Anthony received a rh O in mathe
sc hool psycho logist at the Uni ver
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Recognizing the Importance of Planned Gifts
Washington University in St. Louis

si ty of Cil lifor ni a at I:lerkeley. She
can be reac hed bye- mail at
rcoben«!>uc!ink 4.berkeley.ed u.

•, I ' 5
Lisa (Dolginow) Durst, LA
90, and Steve Durst, EN 90,
moved to Minneapolis, Minn., in
july 1995 and have joined Paper
Warehou se (Usa's familv's com
pany). Li sa is a fi eld m e;chandise
manager and Steve is director of
MIS. Steve is also fini shing his MBA
at th e Universit·y o f Minnesota. "As
if a big move and new jobs weren't
enough," they say, t'hey have a son,
Robert Sam uel, born j an. J J
Robert Goldsteen, LA 90,
compl eted hi s resid ency in internal
medi cin e and is a staff internist at
th e U .S. Arm y Ae ro med ica l Ce nter,
in For t Rucker, Ala . He al so plan s to

attend th e flight surgeo n's course.
He invites classmates to co nta ct
him .
Doug Isenberg, LA 90, mar
ri ed Lesli e Hl o nder o n D ee. 24,
1995, in At lanta, Ga. Doug gradu
ated cum laude fro m Georgia State
University Co ll ege of lAW in june
J 996 and practices int ell ectu al
propert? law as an assoc iate at
Alston &< Bird in Atlanta. His e-mail
address is doug.i se nberg<Plmind
sprin g.com.
Stephanie A. Kiesling, LA 90,
marri ed David C. Layden, LA 90,
on Sept. 30, 1995 . Stephanie
rece ived a m aster's degree in social
work from the Unive rsity of
Chicago in 1994 and is a social
wo rker in the newborn intensive
ca re unit at Rush Presbyter ian St.
Luke's M edica l Ce nter, in Chicago.
David received hi s jD fro m the
University of M ichiga n Law Schoo l

in 1991 and is an atto rn ev with
Sonn ensch ei n, Na th , an d' Rose n
thal , in Chi cago.
ScottJ. Ladewig, EN 90, GB,
SI 95, married Kristin E. Smith,
GB, SI 95, o n April! 3. Fe llow
alum s Kenneth P. Hitz, EN, GB
90; Christopher L Brooks, EN
90; Timothy J . Diehl, BU 90;
and MichaelJ . McKenz.ie, EN
92, were attendants, and Steven E.
Bogart, BU 93, was the voca list.
Scott is inform ati on systems man
ager Jt VisionAi re Co rp., and Kristin
is a business analyst at E.dward
Jones. They li ve in Ches terfield,
Mo.
Carly (Carolyn) Letzt, LA 90,
is compl eting her last year of chiro
practic sc hoo l at Life C hiropractic
College, in Atl anta, Ga. She grildu 
ates in Jun e 1997, and she is
engaged to Rick Din a, also a gradu
ate chi rop rac tic stud ent. They are

Joyce Barnathan

plannin g a ju ne 1997 wedding in
Atlanta, after which they will open
a chiropract ic practice in Boulder,
Colo. She ca n be reac hed bye-ma il
at l.ifeFo rce9Calao l. co lll .
Sandra Lin, LA 90, married
j ose Parra in October J995 and is
co mpleting a residency in otolaryn
gology; her hu sba nd is co m pletin g
a general surgica l res idency. Th ey
live in Milwaukee, Wise.
Joel Tachau, FA 90, join ed
Pixel Dance Com muni ca ti ons, Inc.,
in Concord, Ma ss., as an art direc
tor. PixeID~n ce is a lead in g New
England deve lope r of interactive
application s on CD-ROM and the
World-Wid e Web. Joe l is also
active with row in g in Boston. He
can be reach ed by e -m~il M
jbtachau(wao l.com.

Helmut W. Zaglauer, GR 89,
90, and Wife Heike have a son,
Patri ck Hermann, bo rn in Decem

A.B. 75, M.A. 76

Adding up News on the Hong Kong Beat
n fairy-tale fashion, the final
stroke of midnight on June
30, 1997, will signal a trans
formation in the territory of
Hong Kong. The clock will
chime in Beijing's Tiananmen
Square, reintroducing Chinese
rule to the British colony, and
Joyce Barnathan will be on th e
scene to record the historic
moment.
"There is anxiety," says
Barnathan, Asia regional editor
and Hong Kong bureau chief for
Business Week magazine. "Yet
peo ple have known about this
for 12 years. Many have left
IHong Kong] and come back
because the economy is far bet
ter than those in Canada, the
United States, and Australia ."
Barnathan has been a stu
dent of the world's Chinese
speaking regions for more than
two decades. At Washington
University, she earned a bache
lor's degree in Russian and
Chinese studies and a master's
degree in Asian studies, in Arts
and Sciences. Then she went
to the University of Missouri
Columbia to acquire the skills
she needed to be a journalist.
Subsequently, she accepted a
position as editorial assistant

at Newsweek magaZine in her
native New York City, o ffered,
she says, "mainly because I
spoke both Russian and
Chinese."
She logged nine years at
Newsweek, advancing to a suc
cession of positions and even
tually becoming Moscow
bureau chief. For nearly four
years, she covered the
Gorbachev era, filing stories on
th e Gorbachev-Reagan sum
mit, for which she won an
Overseas Press Club Award,
and on the Chernobyl nuclear
disaster, which garnered her a
National Headliner Award.

Her story on little-known
Soviet dissident Serafim
Yevsyukov took h.er on a risky
foray into the Central Moscow
Provincial Clinical Psychiatric
Hospital, where many like
Yevsyukov were "treated" for
wishing to defect. Barnathan
says she was the first-maybe
the only-Western reporter
ever to enter a psychiatric
prison to investigate such a
story, and believes the cover
age finally got the family free.
In 1990, Barnathan's foclls
shifted to analyzing and
reporting on Asian business
affairs. After a year as a fellow
at Columbia University's
Gannett Center for Media
Studies, now called the
Freedom Forum, Barnathan
joined Business Week . There,
she commenced "the Asia
half" of her lifelong bicultural
interest. After two years as
international news editor, dur
ing which time she won
another OVerseas Press Club
Award for team reporting on
China's prison labor,
Barnathan, her husband, and
their two children relocated to
Hong Kong.
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"This city works . It's effi
cient. Very cosmopolitan,"
remarks Barnathan, who
enjoys the fast-paced lifestyle
of Asia's information cap ital.
"I have the fastest-growing
area of the world in my own
backyard . There is no place
I'd rather be."
The family's hom e is an
informati on bureau all its
own. Barnatha n is married to
Steven Strasser, Asia editor of
Newsweek magaZine . "We're
not direct competitors," says
Barnathan, who re cently trav
eled to Beijing to interview
President Jiang Zemin and
Vice-Premier Li Lanqing on
U.S.-China trade. "If we are
working on similar stories, we
just do n 't talk about it."
Of h er stories Barnathan
says: "I'm not paid to just spit
out the n ews. A large part of
my job is to make sense of
the news. To say what it
means. How it all adds up."
And h er conclusions about
China's future? "The economy
is the engine," she says. "If
you can't keep it humming,
you have no legitimacy."
-Cynthia Georges
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ber 199-1 . Th ey li ve ill Hodman
Ludwigs h ~fen at the r.~ ke of Con
stan ce, in German y.
Susan Falvey, LA 91, marrieu
Jo hn G. L~ughlln on Nov. I I, 1995.
She grild uated from Emory Univer
sit y in May 1995 with a master's
degree in physical therapy. She
works ilt Spaulding j{eh~bilitiltion
Hospital, in Boston; J()hn is an
occountant in Roston.
Staci Flaxman, LA 91, mar
ri ed Joel Katz 011 Oct. 21, 1995
Th ey live in Raleigh, N.C

Sandy Glickman, BU 91,
moved to I.os Ange les in June and
is still working for the May CO I11
pony ilS il lin gerie buyer. She invites
classrniltes in the area to cont"ct her.

Elizabeth (libby) Roberts,
LA 91, GA 96, completed a ma s
ter's degree in architecture ilnd is
engaged to marry Gregory Ho la,
an architect. Eli zabet h li ves in
Princeton, NJ
Amy Watzke, LA 91, marri ed
Jim Helstrom, LA 88, G8 92, in
June 1995. They li ve in Bo uld er,
Colo., where AlIl y attends graduate
schoo l, stud ying clinic,,1 psychol
ogy, ~nd Jim wor~s I'or il biotech 
nOlogy company. They report· that
they are buying their first house
.Ioon ond "wou ld love t·o hilve
visitors."

Heather A. Erhard, LA 92,
graduilted from New jersey }Aedical
School in May and lJegiln her
resid ency training in generil l
surgery at Albert Einstein Co ll ege of
M ed icin c/Montefiore Medical
Center, in the Bronx, N.¥. She says
she "looks forward to finally being
out of school with an actual job,
and, although pleased to be in
NYC, stilllVonders what it wou ld
be like to Ji ve in Seattle. "

laura Friedman, LA 92,
marri eli David " ' illiams, LA 92,
on Mill' 4; they li ve in New York Ci ty.
Cynthia Kahan, FA 92, had
her paintings shown in her first so lo
art show, held in Jul y ilt th e Luna
Tango coffee shop in Denver, Co lo.

Michael S. McDuffie, GR 92,
was awarded iln NEH grant for
schoo l teachers tor study at t·he
Folger Sil akespea re l.ibrary, in
Washington, D.C, in summer 1996.

Michael S. McNear, LA 92,
graduated from Southern Illin ois
University School of Medicine in
May. He began an internal medi
cine res id ency at St. .Jo hn's Mercy
M edi ca l Center, in St. Louis, inJuly.

Joshua Rosenow, LA 92,
graduatecl trom Yale University
School of Medicine in May 1996
and 11 3S begun a residency in
ncuro<;urge ry at th e New York
Medical CoJlege, in Va lh all a, N.Y.
Whil e at Yale, joshua served as both
a rec hil rter in g ad viser and ad viso ry
chair to the Delta Nu chapter o f
Alpha Phi OlJ)eg~ . He also served as
student coord iniltor of gra duate
student ac ti vities for Yille Hillel.
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Sanjay K. (Leo) Sharma,
LA92, recei ved an MD degree
from Baylor College of Medicine,
in Housto n, ·Iex., at co mm ence
ment ceremonies in May. He ha s
been accepted into t·he pl astic
surge ry residency program at
Bilylor College of ivledicine.

Stacy A. Suden, LA 92,
received an MD from Temp le
University, in Philauelphi a, in
May and hilS begun il res iclency in
internill mcclicine at lletl1 Isra el
Hospital, in 130ston.

Katherine Mui Tun, LA 92,
graduated from South ern Illinois
Universitv School of j'vjeciicine in
May She ~hegan a pediatri CS
residency at the University of
Tennessee College of Medic ine,
Chattanooga, Ten n ., in Jul y.

Hector Acevedo-Polauco,
G8 93, left the Procter and Gam
bl e Company after three yea rs,
and in September he beCilme il
"stud ent once again," this time at
the University of Chicago's lil w
schoo l, he says. He adds that his
"ve ry preliminar y" plam after
graduation include becoming a
Supreme Court Justice's legal
clerk, or starting il small lawand
finance consulting firm , or enter
ing the field of I)olitics.

M. Carolyn 8aum, SW 93,
was honored in April by th e
University of Kansas Allied Hea lth
Alumni Association for her se rvice
to the association and to th e KU
School of Allied Health.

Jennifer Berman, 8U 93,
married Jonathan Yoken, LA
93, on.1une 25, 1995, in West
chester, N.Y. They live in St. l.ouis,
where Jennifer works in mJfket
ing for th e Ed wa rd Jon es in vest
ment firm and Jonathan is a
fourth- yea r medical student.

Michelle Brodsky, LA 93,
is work ing w ith the Easter Sea l
Society as co ntinuin g educati o n
mana ger; she also is p~rs uing an
MBA part-time.
Randy Edge, G8 93, marri ed
Julie Mann on April 13. They li ve
in St. Louis.
Mark Forsyth, LA 93, mar
ried Tiffany Boyd in March 1995.
He is the production editor of
TnllS Arc/,ilect magazine and
received his master's degree in
architecture from the University
of Texas at Austin in Mav. Mark
and Tiffany move to Toronto this
faU, where Tiffany will pursue a
PhD in psychology at McMaster
Uni ve rsity.
Jason Mirikitani, BU 93, is
assista nt director of Dallas K-Life,
an interd enominati ona l mini strv
for junior high and high sc hool '.
youth . He is spe ndin g his sum
mers in th e M issouri Ozarks
at "Kid s Across America," a Chris
tian athletic camp for inner-City
youn gsters from across th e
co untry.
FALL 19 96

,Tana Senn, LA 93, graduated
from Co lumbia U ni ve r~ it v wi th il
master's degree in public ~dminis
tration. She is a public policy
associate for Hadassah, in New Yorl-
Cit y.
Julian Wise, LA 93, is in
chorge of curriculum development
and in struction for the language
department at th e West Tisbury
School, in West Tisbury. MaS). He
C, lll be reac hed via e-mail at
jS;111 io(n'ao l. com.
Kelvin Green, LA 94, was
hired as project coordinator ilt
Deeley Recht111an Communica
tions, an Atlanta-b;1sed consulting
firm that provides internal market
ing and comlllunicatio ns consult
ing support to business and non
profit agenc ies.
Peter Eric Shaddock, 8U 94,
married Nancy Finkelstein, FA
94, onJan. 20, 1996. They live in
Hou ston, Tex ., and were expect ing a
new baby at th e time th ey wrote in .
M. Patricia 8arrett, GR 95,
was naill ed o ne of 10 1996
" Women of Ach ievement" by
St. I.ouis' SlIbur/Ja/1 /Ullma/s and
Kl'vJOX-AM radio. She is vice presi
dent and director of corporate
coJll lllunications at Union l::Iectric
Company.

8arbara Gertz, LA 95,
rece ived an award for academic
exce ll ence in Arril from the Univer
sity of 1I1inois Co llege of Veterinary
Medicine at Urbana. The award is
given to the top three students in
each veterinary class.
Michelle laudau, LA 95, is in
her second year of a double mas
ter's degree progrilm at the Uni ve r
sity of South ern Ca lifo rnia and
Hebrew Uni o n Coll ege o f Social
Wor ~ and Jewish Commun al
Service. Ciassmiltes can reach her
bye-mail at mlandau{<>'scf.usc.ed u.
Jay SchoesscJ, AR 96, joi ned
Hende rson Group creative design
firm , in St. Louis, as an architectural
technician. He has eight years of
experience with both arch itectural
firm s and design-llui ld contractors,
with particular expertise in coln
mercial builc1ings.

In Memoriam
1920s
El ea nor B. (McCormic k) COVing ton,
LA 23; 2/96
Marion (Hixson) Dunn, LA 25, GR
26; 4/90
Stephen E. Ware, IW 26; 1988
Alta (Sm ith ) Evans, LA 27; 5/ 96.
MarjorieJ (Hecht) Lincit, LA 27;
4/ 96
Ir vin C Solar, liE 27; 4/ 96.
Jo hn W Spe llm~n , AR 28; 1/96.
Eugene K. f\usbrook. DE 29; 12/95.
Ethd (Larso n ) Birn ey, I.A 29; 2/96.
Preston S. Jen ison, LA 29; 3/96.

Itobe rt G. l'vlcCuliough , EN 29;
] /96.
Carmd Mountj oy, EN 29;.2/96.
Ann Sy lva (Kasdoy) Spector, LA 29;
1/96.

1930s
Josephin e (Darlington) Eud ai l y, LA
30, GH 33; 4/96
John Fox, U\ 30, GI1 32; 5/96.
l'vlargaret (Harris Clymer) Rothen
heber, LA 30; 1/96.
Kilrn ey A. flrasfield, BU 31; 4/96.
Mary Edna (Cham IJer lain ) I:etscher,
LA 31, GR 38; 12/95
Thomas J Fricke, EN J 1; 2/ 89.
Jules I) Ca mpllell , E.N 32, SI 33;
5/96.
Paul \VI. Moody, BU 32; 2/ 96.
Alan Ross, LA 32; 6/96.
Josep h E. Barthold, EN 33; 4/ 96
Robert R. Hurton, Sr. , flU 33; 4/96.
Marvin F Wes tf~lI , MD 33; 8/95
Ellsworth A. Westrup, L,\ 33, MD
37; 6/96.
Virginia Hinrichs, LA 34; 1/95 .
Ruth (Pearcy) Knox, I.A 34; 9/9 4.
Philip A. Max ein cr, BU 3-1, LvV 36;

5/96
Leo Samet, flU 34; 5/96
John G. Graham, Jr., LA 35, l'vID 39;
2/96
Pearson C Kell ogg, MD 35; 3/96.
Wilfred V. MacDonald, EN 35; 6/96.
Roger B. Petersen, LA .15; 4/90.
Bertram W. Tremayne, Jr. , I,A 35;

5/96
Doroth y jane (Petersen) M eyers, LA
36; 3/ 96.
Robert]. Cook, LA 37, MD 41 ; 6/ 96.
Robert K. Cross, LA 37; 2/96.
Doroth y (S train) Wolf, LA 37; 4/96.
Libero L. Bertagnolli, IA 39; 9/ 92
Audrey Schaefer, LA 39; 3/96
Julia A. Zimmerman, BU 39; 8/90.

1940s
Francis M. Brooker, GR 40; 4/9 6.
Roland Keene, GR 40, GH 62; 1/96.
Harold 13. ["ockett, EN 40; 4/96.
Randolpll J. Lorch, BU 40; 4/96.
Charles A. Quinn, Jr., EN 40; 5/96.
Elizabeth May (Hospes) Celi s, LA
41; 5/96.
Sylvie] (Molasky) Frankel, BU 41;
4/96
Richard F. Laforce, MD 41; 2/96.
W. Robert McCann, LA 41; 1/ 96.
Leo L. Rostenberg, LA 41 ; 4/ 96.
Ed ward E. Survaunt, LA 41 ; 9/ 95.
Emma Jean (Freund) Cowatch, LA
43, SW 44 ; 2/96.
Robert E. Bedell , DE 44, GD 5 1;
5/96.
Lulu (~oeckeler, LJC 44; 4/96.
Joseph F. Nemeth, EN 45; 4/96.

Colbert S. Cartwr ight, I.A 46; 4/96.
Martha \.L ,rie (Goel l) Kitchen, UC
46; 11 /95.
jam es F. Alexa nder, GR 4 7; 6/96.
George P. l'endo, DE 4 7; 5/96.
Robert f(ain ey, MD 4 7; 6/96
I)arven J Aurk, UC 4H; 1989.
Milt on M. Klalll en, RU 4H; 4/%.
Nich olas tv!. Sunt ze fl, SW 48; 6/95.
Jean ett e Suntzcft, SW 4H; 5/95
john R. Barron, IlU 49; 5/96.
George V..Iohnson, [lU 49; 6/96.
Kurt F.. Landberg, GA 49; 4/96
R~ba h A. Shahbender, SI 49; 7/95.

1950s
Robert L. Bendel', I.W SO; 6/96.
Claren ce D. Bla ir, (;1, SO; 6/1',9
Mill ard F. Jones, HS 50; 2/95.

Ce les tine E. Lucas, UC SU; 2/96.
William D. Ilicharel so n, BU 50;
12/94
Th eodore Banta Fit zwater, G il 5 1;
6/95.
Th eodo re J- Friedman , LA 5 1, 3/96.
Gladys V l.eili ch, [lU 5 1; 3/96.
rred A. Wild, EN 5 1,4 /96.
Gene R. Bosche, EN S2; 5/96.
Sue D. Bussen, I.A 52; 5/%.
Albert E. McGinni s, MD 52; 2/%.
George R. Schmidt, UC 52; 11/95.
I'.Imer C. Wieldt, .II' , Gf( 52; 6/96.
Lillian (l}leiwei ss) Ze mt'im an , SW
52, G il. 87; 6/ 96.
Juli an Sa m ora , Gf( 53; 2/96.
Ferdinanel R. Wiederholdt, .Ir. , EN
54; 3/96.
Gerald N. richman, UC 55 , GR 57;
3/96.

Vincent O. Ca l'ilnzarite, EN 56;
12/90.
William C. Milnley, UC 56; 5/%.
Raymonel S. Strobe l, EN 56; 6/%.
Richard K. \'Vain man, LA 56; 3/96.
Do nald C. Abe le, MD 57; 1/96.
.I~y E. Spauleling, LA 57; 1/%.
Ma rgaret F" (Ebrec h t) Best, UC 59;
6/96
Ruey Il roohs, GR 59; 5/96.
Dick I.eary, UC 59; 4/96.
IJeter I·:. Ma c)" EN 59; 5/96

Irm a W. Iknelel, NU 6 1, GN 63;
6/ 96
Norm an A. Harrison, RU 6 1; 3/96.
Harold I:. Bunting, UC 62; 5/96.
Franc is X. Morri so n, UC 6:\; .\/96.
Lillian Uames) Vo n Il ump, GI( 63;
4/96.
Th omas Co mmerford, UC 64;
12/95
Ilona le11. Shamblin, EN 65; 4/94.
Char les F. Warner, G [( 66; 4/96
Willi am F. McMahill, 51 6 7; 12/94.
Frances (H urst) Schlu eter, Gf( 67;
4/96.
Ho mer W. Drew, UC: 69; 5/96.

1960s
Delee (C ham be rs) Bigham , UC 60;
4/ 96.
Ka thl ee n (Boot h ) McEwe n, UC 60,
GR 61; 3/96
Mar), Joyce (Mendes) Waggon er, IA
60; 6/96.

1970s
j oa n M. CUIllJlJer ton, 51-V 70;
4/96
Pat rici a WJudd, SW 70; 1/%.

Dimiter Stoyanoff B.Arch. '52 Joan Stoyanoff B.F.A. '54

Creativity Enough for Several Lifetimes
imiter and joan
Stoyanoff have spent
th eir 41 years of m a rri age
following different artistic
dreams. Since th ey have always
give n eac h other creative roo m
and enco uragement, th ey have
interes ts and activiti es to fill
several life times.
Dimiter is an architect,
sculptor, a nd Internet desig n
innovator. joan d esig ned high
fashion shoes, developed a chil
dren 's clothing line, and now
creates do lls, including exclu
sive lines from her Countess
Stoyanoff collection for th e
Franklin Mint.
Th e two met on th e Hilltop
Ca mpu s. "I was working at th e
art supply store, and Dimiter
came in and just kept coming
back, " says joan. In 1955, they
were married in Graham
Chapel. Their son, James, is a
geologist in New Orleans.
Born in Sofia, Bulgaria,
Dimiter says, "Sculpture was my
calling, but my parents wanted
me to study architecture." In
J 947 h e came to the United
States to complete his d egree in
th e fi eld : "What I found beauti
ful about this country is the free
spirit to create."
Dimiter joined Sverdrup and

....

Parcel, in St. Louis, and was on
the design team for th e Air
Force Academy field house and
St. Louis' Busch Memorial
Stadium. Then, because "sculp
ture never left my h ea rt and
soul," he started an 18-perso n
sculptors' gall ery in St. Lo uis
and exhibited his co ntempo
rary sculpture in La Boitie
Gallery, in New York City.
In 1980, Dimiter opened an
architectural office in Stuart,
Florida. His work, identifiable
for its cha racter,
has left its mark
o n the communi
ty, in which he is
active. In th e
down town rede
ve lopment area,
he has been
involved in his
toric prese rvat ion,
which included
co nvertin g an
Art Deco form er
courthouse into a
county art center
and gall ery.
Rece ntly Dimiter began a
cyberspace adventure by creat
ing a virtual building based on
an actual stru cture; th e idea
appears on th e Inte rn et as the
Third Millennium U.S.A. "The

response from eve ryone I've
contacted has been one of
amaze m ent," says
Dimiter, who
plans to
devel o p the
concept
interna
tion a lly.
"I wish
I had
another
50 years
to li ve."

home Dimiter
designed, .loan's
do ll-making
studio fills th e
first floor. She
works at night,
sculpting dolls,
making th e
plaster molds, firing and paint
ing th e porcelain parts, assem
bling the dolls,. and designin g
and sewing th e clothing and
shoes. By da y she runs a rea l
es tate o ffi ce.
FALL 1 996

Productivity is a way o f life
for .loan, who was hired right
out of college as a shoe de
Signer for a shoe manufactur
ing firm . "I think I was one
of the first shoe designers in
the country who actually
had a degree in fashion
design," she says. "Before
that, pattern makers
brought the designs back
from Europe and adapt
ed them." When she left
the shoe business after
20 years, her creations
had appeared in Vogue
and Glamour.
Throughout her career,
.loan has drawn on her educa
tion. She recalls that wh en she
arrived at Washin gton U., full
of confidence in her distinctive
artistic style, she was dismayed
to lea rn she had to take two
years of art history. "Several
students petitioned to get out
of it, but we couldn 't.
It turned out to be a most
wonderful influence. I have
drawn on it heavily through
the years for design and inspi
ration, and I am amused when
I hea r about students COI11
plaining today about classes
not being re levant."
-5usol/ lv/owris
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Tema L (Shmikler) Stiffelman, LA
71; 5/96
Paul B Hodges, 51 72; 3/96.
Michael Wayne Brown, LW 76;
4/96
Ronald Alan Sc hulze, UC 76; 4/ 96.
Tyron e Lee Griffin, UC 77; 6/96.
jan Fredrick He ide, EN 78; 2/ 96.

19805
Tery Eugene Cox, LW 80; 4/96.
Sara Kathryn White, GR 81; 4/96.
Lydia f ran cesca Garcia, FA 84;
3/96.
Angelina F. Beckmann, UC 85;
5/96.
19905
Jometric A. Mcintyre, GB 94; 6/96.

In Remembrance
Col. John R. Kane, who earned
th e Medal o f Honor in World War
\I , died May 29 in Coa tesville, Pa.
He was 89.
Kane wa s a leader of the daring
Ploesti oil field air raid s against
NaZi-occupied Ploesti, Romania.
in August 1943. Ca lled Killer Kane
by hi s crew, he was piloting the
B-24 Liberator Hail CollIInbia
during th e mission when the
bombers flew headlong into a
counterattack. Kane's craft lost an
engine and was hit more than 20
tim es. Flames from the bombed
refineries added to the damage
already caused by en e my fire. Ka ne
was ab le to pull th e plane up out
of th e m e lee and struggle back to
an air base in Cy pru s, where the
plane survived a rough landing.
Kan e was born in Eagle Springs,

Tex, and he studi ed both at Baylor
University and at Washington
University. He joined th e Army
and went to flying schoo l at
Brooks held, in San Antonio. In
World War II, he a.lso went on to
win th e Distinguished Flying C ross
for a December 1942 ai r raid on
Nap les, Ita ly, during which a
cruiser and battleship were sunk.
Kane is survived by his son ,
John F. Kane, of Ha ver tow n, Pa

was on staff with th e Argonne
National Laboratory until resigning
in 1977 to become edi tor of the
JOllrnal of Appli~d Physics Letters. He
designed the pile oscillator, which
measures neutron cross sect ions;
the inve nti on, along with rermi's
" neutron c h opper," was sent to the
Smithsonian lnstitution.
Langsdo rf is survived by his wife
of 54 years, artist Marty Sc hwe ig,
LA 38; two daughters; and four
gra ndch ifd ren.

Alexander Langsdorf, Jr., LA
32, died May 24 after surgery at

Oliver H. Lowry, distinguished

Elmhurst Memorial J-lospital, near
Chicago. He was 83. Langsdorf was
a physic ist who helped develop
the atomic bomb, contributing
some of the first usable plutonium
to th e Manhattan Project. Langs
dorf and fellow sc ien tist Robert
Thornton built the Washington
University c)'c lot ro n that produced
the radioactive e lemen t, though
Langsdorf late r pleaded with
President Harry S. Truman not to
use th e bomb on open cities.
Langsdorf's m o th er, Elsie Langs
dorf, was the first St. Lo uis-area
woman elected to the Missouri
Legislature (in 1942), and his
father, Alexander Langsdorf, Sr.,
was dean of the Washington
University Schools of Engineering
and Architecture for 40 years.
Langsdorf earned his doctorate
at th e Massachuse tt s Institute of
Technology in 1937 and was a
National Research fellow at the
University of Ca liforn ia , Berkeley.
While at Mn~ he invented the
continuous cloud c hamber, used
in cosmic ray study.
I.angsdorf went on to work in
n e utron physics with sc ie ntist
Enrico Fermi , in C hicago, and he

professor eme ritu s of molecular
biology and pharmacology, died
june 29 in St. Louis of Alzheimer's
disease. He was 8S.
Lowry was an internationa.lly
known medical researcher and was
head of the Washington U. phar
macology departm e nt fo r 29 years;
he served as dean o f the School of
Medicine from 1955 to 1958. In
the 1950s, I.owry discovered a
means of iso lating, preparing,
weighing, and chem ica ll y analyz
ing individual nerve cells and
subcellular particles. He was a
pioneer in freeze-drying ce ll preser
vation, and he invented a micro
~alance capable of registering less
than a millionth of a g ram. An
early Lowry paper on the measure
ment of protein is one of the most
often cited studi es in scientific
literature.
LOWry went on to study the
biochemistry of th e brain, kidneys,
and muscle ce ll s. He was elec ted to
the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences a nd the National Acad
emy of Scie nces .
Born in C hi cago, Lowry received
his und ergraduate degree in chem
istry in 1932 and received both a
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doctorate in physi o logica l chem 
istry and a medical. degree from
the University of C hi cago in 1937.
After beginning hi s career as an
instructor at Harvard University,
he came to Wa shington U. in
1947.
He is survived by his wife.
Adrienne C la rk Kennedy Lowry;
five children; three ste pchildren;
three grandchildren; and six step
grandchildren. Hi s first wife,
Norma Van Ness Lowry, died in
1963.

Edward L. MacCordy, reti red
associate vice chancellor for
research at Wa shington University,
died May 8 of cancer a t Barnes
West County H osp ital, in St. Louis.
He was 69.
MacCordy joined th e University
in 1967 as administrative officer of
Washington University's Co m
puter Laborat or ies. H e also se rved
as patent coo rdin ator fo r the
Univers ity. He was appOinted
associate vice chance llor fo r
research in january 19 76 a nd
served in that post until hi s retire
ment at th e end of 1991.
In 1971 , he established th e
University's tech nology-transfer
program to bring inventions out of
research lab oratori es and into the
marketplace. In 1982, he h e lped
craft the Washington University/
Monsanto Biomedical Research
Agreement, the largest collabora
tive research agreemen t between a
U.S. company and a U.S. in stitu
tion of high e r learning.
Mac Cordy was active in the
National Co unc il of University
Researc h Adminis trato rs, serv ing as
vice pres ide nt in 1983, president
elect in 1984, and pres iden t in
1985. He a lso was active in the
Association of Uni ve rs ity Technol
ogy Managers (A UTM), serving as
president-elect in 1989 , president
in 1990, and past president in
1991. AUTM honored Mac Cordy
last February with th e J3ayh-Dole
Award for life tim e ach ievement
and for hi s contributions to the
licensing profession.
MacCordy was appOi nt ed by the
U.S. secretary of commerce to the
Adviso ry Commiss ion on Pa tent
Law Reform and was a long time
member of the Licensing Executive
Societ)'. H e se rved in variOUS
admini strative assignments with
the Civil Engineer Co rps of the
U.S. Navy fo r about 20 yea rs before
joining th e Uni versity.
He earned a bachelor's degree in
civil engineering in 1947 from
Tufts University in Medford, Mass.,
and a master's degree in manage
ment in 1957 from the Rensselaer
Polytechni c Institute in Troy, N.V.
MacCordy lived in J3allwin, lvlo.
Among th e survivors are his wife,
Dorothy Ma cCo rdy; four children;
and two grandc hildren.

Virginia Minnich, professo r
emeritus of m edicine, liied of
cancer Apri l 20 in Pensacola, H a.
She was 86. Minnich joineo the
School of M edicine in 19:18 ~s a
techni ci an. Sh e was promoted to
profe sso r of medicine in 1974 and
was named professor emeritu s o f
medi cin e in 1978. She continu ed
to work at th e school until 198 4.
In h er h o nor, the Division of
Hem ato logy-Onco logy is estahli sh
ing the Virginia Minnich Mem o r
ial Visiting Professorship in Hema
tology. Contr ibutions may he sen t
to th e Division o f Hematology
Oncology, 600 S. Euclid Ave.,
51. l.o ui s, MO 031 10
Michel M. Ter-Pogossian, an
internati ona lly known pioneer in
the developme nt of positron
emission tomography (PET) for

biomedical researc h, died suddenl y
o fa heart attac k o nJun e 19 in
Paris. He was 7 1.
Ter-pogossi an was professor
emeritus of radi ology at the Schoo l
of Medicine's M allin ckrodt Insti
tute of Radi o logy. A physicist hy
training, Ter-Pogossia n played a
major role in deve loping the
co ncept o f sh ort -li ved iso topes,
the first PET sca nn er, and the first
multi-sli ce PET sca nn er. In the
early 19 70s, he led a coll abo rati ve
research te am o f physical scien
tists, chemists, and physicians that
developed th e concep t of PET A
major medi ca l co ntribution, PET
displ ays actual m etabo lic activi ty
w ithin different regio n s of organs
and tissues. Resea rchers h ave used
PET to stud y brain function , ca n
cer, mental illn ess, hea rt di sease
al1li a host of other m edical issues,

ex tending scienti sts' and physi
cia n s' und erstandin g of ba sic
hiological processes and prov iding
a basis for the improved d iagnosis
of diseases.
During a career that spanned
more than four decades, Ter
Pogoss ian earned num erous
acco lades for hh achi eve ments
in nuclea r science, includin g
France's Gold Medal Awa rd o f
th e Soc iete Fran \a ise oe M edec ine
N uclea ire et de Bioph ys iqlle;
Canillia's prestigious Gai rdner
Awarli; St. Louis ' Pet er H . Rave n
l.ifetime Award of th e National
Acad emy of Scien ces; anli the
Georg Charles de H evesy Nuclear
M eli icinc Pioneer Award of the
Society o f N ucl ea r M ediCin e. Ter
Pogoss ian was a m ember of mall Y
professio nal soc ieties and W,l S
elec ted to the Institute of M ed i-

cin e o f th e National Acad em y o f
Sciences in 198 7. He received
und ergraduate and graduate
degrees from th e Universit y o f
Paris and master's and docto ral
deg rees from Washington Univer
sity. He jo in ed the faculty of th e
School of M edicine in 1950 as an
instru cto r in radiation ph ys ics and
was named professor of radiati o n
ph ys ics in 1961, professor of
biophysi cs in physiology in 1904
and professo r of radi ati o n sc iences
in 197:l. He was director of the
Mallinckrodt Institute's Division
of Radiation Sciences from 1963 to
199 1. H e ass umed emeritu s stMu s
in 1995.
Ter-Pogoss ian is survived by hi s
wife, An n; three children; and five
grandc hildren .

Kay Epstein Unger '67

The Talent Behind Kay Unger New York
fter more than 25 years
as a fashion designer,
Kay Unger still feels a
thrill when she sees women
wearing her creations. Kay fre
quently sees her designs on
entertainment stars and public
figures. But in typically self
deprecating style, she jokes
that her best-known customer
is Hillary Clinton, who wore
Kay's navy-blue suit with black
velvet trim to Whitewater hear
ings and other Congressional
appearances. "The suit projects
sincerity and honesty,"
Kay says.

Notwithstanding the popu
larity of her dresses among
the rich and famous, Kay gets
intense pleasure when she sees
any woman wearing a Kay
Unger dress. She finds it satis
fying that women have great
loyalty and will wear her dress
es for many years. "Recently I
saw someone at a charity bene
fit wearing one of the first
dresses I ever made-she still
had it in her closet after 25
years," she says.
Kay's interest in design be
gan in childhood. "At eight [
wanted to be a figure skater
because I so admired the won
derful costumes skaters wore."
Instead of skating, how
ever, she taught
herself to sew
and put scraps
of fabric together
to ma ke doll
dresses.
Color became a
focus when Kay
studied painting in
the Washington
University Fine Arts
program. She trans
ferred to the fashion
department, and
eventuaUy to Parsons

School of Design, in New York
City. Kay credits her art train
ing at WU for developing her
flair for color and her ability to
lise striking combinations of
patterns and fabrics .
Kay strives to make her
clothes sophisticated, yet
always feminine. "As I've got
ten older, my clothes have
gotten younger, but they are
not just for young people. I
still wear 90 percent of what
I design . My clothes are
designed both for young
women and for someone like
me, a self-confident baby
boomer who wants to look
younger. I design so that the
woman shines, not the
clothes."
Kay feels that flexibility has
been a key element in her suc
cess. "I'm willing to adjust
while hanging on to my flair
and look. As a deSigner, you
get a feeling of progression so
that you start to anticipate
what is right for the upcoming
season-what the season
needs. Fashion is not some
thing I try to dictate-it's
something that evolves."
Kay also credits her success
to having experienced failure.
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In 1972, she and two business
partners founded St. Gillian
Ltd., which grew to a $125
million company before it
went bankrupt in 1994. Fifteen
days after she closed her old
firm, Kay was back in business
in a new company, designing
a new line, Kay Unger New
York. )n less than two years,
her new company has grown
to a multimillion-dollar sup
plier to every major depart
ment and specialty store in
the country.
"My father, a successful
businessman and role model,
always told me that you're
never a true success until
you've gone bankrupt-known
the bottom-and then found
your way back up. That's what
has happened to me, and it's
wonderful to be climbing up
again ."
Kay serves on the National
Council of the Washington
University School of Art and
on the National Board of the
Boys' and Girls' Clubs of
America . She lives in New York
City with her husband, plastic
surgeon Gerald H. Pitman, and
their two teenaged sons.
-K.B.
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They're having a boll
Stanley and Lucy Lopata have enriched the larger communityjust for the joy of it.
If school spirit and tradition at
Washington University had human
faces, they would probably look a
lot like Stan and Lucy Lopata. The
Lopatas haven't slowed down much
a t all in the 16 years since they sold
Carboline Corporation, the company
Stanley founded and Lucy helped
build. The sale allowed them to focus
on a new career: their partnership in
philanthropy. The University has
been fortunate to be a chief interest
among the St. Louis cultural and edu
cational organizations they believe
enriched their lives.
It wasn't always so easy. As a
sophomore at Washington U. during
the Great Depression, Stan changed
his major from chemistry to chemical
engineering. He earned a bachelor of
arts degree with a major in chemical
engineering in 1935. "I figured I could
make more money with an engineer
ing background," he explains. His
answer to why he didn't get an engi
neering degree is just as practical. "I
would have had to commit to a fifth
year in college to get my degree in
chemical engineering, and that was
out of the question in 1933," the
native St. Louisan says.
After a couple of early positions
close to home, Stan moved east to
take a job with Duriron Company, of
Dayton, Ohio. Before he left St. Louis,
he met and married German-born
Lucy Mayer, who had immigrated to
the United States in 1934. During the
six years following their wedding in
1939, they lived in New York and
New Jersey, where their first son,
Steven, was born.
Stan's experience at Duriron during
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World War II sharpened his skills in
creative problem solving. Deeply
involved in the problems of chemical
manufacturing plants, he took two bits
of knowledge-the fact that some
resins are highly corrosion-resistant,
and that factories using glass-lined
equipment had to send the units back
to the factory for relining every time
the glass cracked-and devised a way

Within a few years Carboline had
plants in Ohio, WisconSin, LouiSiana,
and California, as well as St. I.ouis.
And while the company was growing,
so was the Lopata family, with the
births of son James, daughter Lusette,
and youngest son Roger. Stan and
Lucy began to travel widely, seeking
out jOint ventures and international
licensing arrangements for Carboline.

The Lopata Basketball Classic,
with Stan and Lucy leading the cheering,
of using the resins to make the repairs
on site. The procedure saved defense
related industries thousands of dollars.
The Lopatas returned to St. Louis
after the war. While still with
Duriron as local sales representative,
Stan took the first steps toward ful
filling an idea he had of starting a
company capable of "solving corro
sion problems that other companies
can't solve." He founded Carboline
Company, a manufacturer of chemi
cal coatings, in the basement of his
home in 1946 and spent the next
dozen years getting,the company
solidly established in St. Louis. In
1959 he broke his ties with Duriron
and other manufacturers he repre
sented to concentrate on building
Carboline into an international suc
cess. The company went public in
1963. Carboline's biggest leap for
ward came when Stan devised a
primer that made it possible to put a
vinyl coating on steel surfaces with
out first sandblasting the steel.
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has become one of
the nation's most
prestigious NCAA
Division III invitationa/s.
Lucy says, "While Stan was in meet
ings, I would go out to explore the
antique shops and museums."
Lucy's discoveries on their many
trips abroad formed the foundation of
what is today a museum-quality collec
tion of Majolica pottelY and Limoges
enamels, many dating from the 16th
century. A few years ago, they donated
many pieces from their collection to
the Saint Louis Art Museum.
For the Lopatas, the rest of the
collection remains a daily source of
pleasure. Lighted display cases of glass,
granite, and mirrors have been custom
made to showcase their treasures.

A.B. '35

Stanley Lopata
& Lucy Lopata
They provide important scholarship
support for students in arts and sci
ences, art, and engineering. In 1995,
they endowed a second chair in bio
medical engineering.

A common thread runs through the
Lopatas' building a successful company,
collecting decorative arts, and being
active philanthropists who enjoy sup
porting programs that encourage cre
ativity and entrepreneurship in young
people. It doesn't matter whether you
ask Lucy or Stan, the answer will be
the same: "It's fun!"
No wonder they haven't settled into
a quiet retirement. "At last count,"
Lucy says, "I was on 13 boards." To
name a few: the Repertory Theatre of
St. Louis, the Churchill School, the
Miriam School, the Jewish Federation,
and the Jewish Community Centers
Association.
Through the Lopata Research and
Development Corporation, which
Stan started in 1985, Stan helps small
companies get started. Over the years
he has served on many boards of
charitable, educational, and cultural
organizations, and has been a distin
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guished member of several profes
sional organizations in his field . He is
active with the Saint Louis Symphony,
the Missouri Historical Society, and
Washington University, among oth
ers. A Trustee Emeritus and 1991
reCipient of the William Greenleaf
Eliot Society Award, he also is a mem
ber of the University's Executive and
Buildings and Grounds Committees.
The Lopatas, life members of the
Eliot Society's Danforth Circle, have
left their mark on Washington
University, touching nearly every
diviSion. Their first major gift-sup
porting the expansion of the School
of Engineering's facilities in 1979
resulted in the construction of
Lopata Hall. T11e following year, they
endowed a professorship in chemical
engineering. Courtyards in the engi
neering and business schools and the
green room in the renovated Athletic
Complex are named in their honor.

Perhaps the most popular thing
they've done for Washington
University, and their greatest plea
sure, was to establish the Lopata
Basketball Classic. "In changing from
a streetcar college to a national uni
verSity, Washington didn't have a lot
of long-standing traditions," Stan
says. "Or school spirit," Lucy adds.
The event, with Stan and Lucy
leading the cheering, has become one
of the nation's best-known and most
prestigious NCAA Divisio n III invita
tiona Is. At a time that witnessed the
formation of the University Athletic
Association, a conference of some of
the country's top academic institu
tions, and the unveiling of new ath
letic facilities, the Lopata Basketball
Classic was one of the first indicators
of the renaissance in intercollegiate
competition at the University.
With even their grandchildren
starting to be out on their ownthe Lopatas show no signs of slowing
down. As long as they can help make
St. Louis and the world a little better,
as long as they can help young peo
ple nurture their creativity and origi
nal ideas, as long as they can find
ways to give back to society some
of the bleSSings they've received,
they'll keep following a schedule that
would exhaust a much younger man
and woman.
And why not? They're having fun!
-John W. Hansfurd
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A National Treasure

NEEDS OUR
PROTECTION
The National Institutes of Health is so important
to our collective well-being that every citizen
should be a lobbyist for this distinctly American
institution.

Sarah C R. Elgin (c), professor of biology in Arts and Sciences, is
one of Washington University's many research scientists whose
work benefits greatly from the continued support received from
the National Institutes of Health.

by Steven L. Teitelbaum

F

or many, these are difficult economic times. Social
programs are carefully scrutinized and funding fre
quently cut back to preserve the public fisc. What
ever communal benefits they may produce are out
weighed by the need to save. A program that generates
money while enhancing well being seems an oxymoron.
Americans have, however, invested in a federal pro
gram of unparalleled social and economic success. Think
to the turn of this century when life expectancy approxi
mated 45 years, pandemiCS such as influenza decimated
millions, and polio crippled our young. We now live
almost twice as long, have eliminated polio, and enjoy
the miracle of antibiotics.
The unforeseen and remarkable improvement in
health and longevity is, without question, the product
of our nation's investment in biomedical research.
Although benefit to well being is the most compelling
reason to continue and expand this venture, federal
support of biomedical research is also good business.

Basic research, technical advances
We spend apprOXimately $35 billion each year on bio
medical research. More than one half is industry-derived
and generally devoted to product development and clini
cal testing of drugs to assure efficacy and safety. The fed
eral government, on the other hand, pays for more than
80 percent of "basic" biomedical research, the practical
application of which may not be readily apparent. This
endeavor is, however, the engine ultimately generating
technical advances, such as new drugs, which so impact
our lives. Were basic research to cease, undoubtedly so
wouJd drug development.
The NationaJ Institutes of Health (NIH) is the conduit
for 90 percent of funds our government spends on basic
biomedical research. Americans often envision the NIH
as a campus of laboratories housing our federal biomed
ical research infrastructure. In fact, only 10 percent of
the approximately $12 billion NIH budget is spent at this
48
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facility. The remainder is allocated in the form of peer
reviewed competitive grants, largely to university scientists.
The capacity of an institution's faculty to compete for NIH
grants is a hallmark of its national and international reputa
tion. Washington University's renown as a great research
facility rests on the fact it ranks third in the amount of NIH
money generated by its faculty and second in the number
of investigators holding NIH grants. Thus, while seminal,
fundamental biomedical discoveries are made at universi
ties, they almost invariably are sponsored by the NIH.

Research that saves- and generates-billions
The NIH assumed primacy among the world's leading
research institutions after the second world war. NIH-spon
sored investigation has produced myriad discoveries that
make everyone healthier. While its budget has grown expo
nentially, the return on investment is probably unmatched
by any other federal program. Estimated annual savings
resulting from medical research exceed $69 billion. Treat
ment of hypertension alone saves $10 billion a year, and
between 1968 and 1986 averted 671,000 deaths. As mun
dane a discovery as fluoridation saves $10 billion in dental
bills. In short, without biomedical research, efforts
at health-care cost reduction are futile.
The pharmaceutical and biotechnology industries, off
springs of government-sponsored research, stand as para
digms of American success in the global market. These
companies employ half a million predominantly skilled
workers and represent a strong balance of trade in favor of
our country. Federally ftlOded basic research seeds this
industry with commercially promising ideas and talented
scientists.
Applications of biomedical research for purposes other
than health service also generate national wealth. Just 10
biomedical discoveries have prompted industrial develop
ment exceeding $90 billion annually. Enzyme biochemistry,
for example, employed in beer, leather, and detergent man
ufacture, yields almost $54 billion.

Research in jeopardy
Despite its profound social and economic impact, federally
sponsored biomedical research is in trouble. Whereas the
NIH suppolted 38 percent of all biomedical research in
1984, this figure declined to 31 percent in 1994, reflecting
enhanced industrial participation. Expanded commitment
of indu stry is generally positive, but industry and NIH dol
lars are not fungible, for they often represent differing
goals. Industry, being profit-o ri en ted, generally focuses on
applied, more immediate ends rather than fundam ental
investiga tio n . Such research is often kept secret if doing so
is in the compan y's best interest . Because scientific
advancement is progressive, resting on the collective suc
cess of th e investigative community, secrecy delays break
through innovations. Federal funding, in contrast, fosters
long-term investigation and the open environm ent of cre
ative risk-taking essential to providing the building blocks
upon which important biomedical discoveries are made.
NIH support is static at best. Of particular concern is
th e progressive decline, in the last decade, in th e propor
tion of research grant applications funded . This decline is
most profound as regards new applications, often submit
ted by young investigators, whose chance of receiving sup
port has fallen from more than 30 percent to, in many cir
cumstan ces, less than 15 percent. One cannot maintain a
scientific infrastructure in this environment. The fa ct the
likelihood of success is so ominous has prompted a gener
al relucta nce of American university graduates to pursue
ca reers in basic biomedi ca l research. Continuation of this

Facts About Research
Funding at Washington
by Susan E. Cullen
Washington University is a research
intensive University. Its research expen
ditures are the tenth highest among
private institutions nationwide. In the
fiscal year 1995, it received more than
$234 million in new research funding
10.6 percent more than in the previous
year, and 47 percent more than in 1990.
The University's research funding
comes from three sectors: government
sources, which in fiscal year 1995 pro
vided 85 percent ($199 million) of the
total; nonprofit sources such as founda
tions and voluntary health organiza
tions, 6.4 percent ($15 million); and
industrial sponsors, 8.5 percent ($20
million).
Faculty members have had to steadi
ly intensify efforts to maintain research
programs because funding is limited
nationally by federal budget restraint
and the effect of market forces on
other sources. University investigators'
applications for research funding have
increased from about 750 a year in

trend can not help but progressively dismantle our
research enterprise.
In the last few years [ have been involved in NTH advo
cacy. The mission is rewardin g and the issue nonparti sa n .
Both libera ls and conservatives, particularly those more
senior in Congress, consider the NIH an American jewel,
universa lly respected throughou t the world. On th e oth er
hand, Congress comprises many first-termers generally
unfamiliar with the NIH. They need to appreciate that the
advances in health and longevity of the past SO years
reflect th e efforts of this distinctly American instituti on.
Their co nstituents, and not just SCientists, must make th e
point that NIH support is among our best economic
investments, which cannot be rep laced by industrial fund
ing. For our collective well-bei ng, eac h American should
be a lobbyist for the NI H.
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Steven L. Teitelbaum, the Wilma and Roswell Messing Professor of Pathology In
the School of Medicine, is chairperson o f the Public Policy Committee and past
president of the American Society for Bone and Minerai Research.
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1990 to more than 1,600 a year today-a
much greater rate of increase than the
University's additional award dollars can
explain. That concrete indicator shows
that the faculty is forced to spend more
and more time applying for support.
Some elements of federal research
sponsorship affect the institution in rela
tively specific ways, whereas others have
more global impact. Federal research dol
lars are allocated by "mission agencies"
that support research relevant to their
objectives. Thus, the departments of
Physics and of Earth and Planetary
Sciences (E&PS) in Arts and Sciences rely
on NASA grants, which provided 38 per
cent of Physics funding and 73 percent of
E&PS research dollars in fiscal year 1995.
Similarly, the National Science
Foundation (NSF) contributed 4.3 percent
of all University research funding, but in
the School of Engineering and Applied
Science (SEAS), NSF grants amounted to
28 percent of the school's award dollars.
Three SEAS departments were more than
60 percent reliant on NSF last year.
Most extraordinary, however, is the
fact that the National Institutes of Health
(NIH) supported $162 million, or 69 per
cent, of research in the University

(Washington University School of Medicine,
Arts and Sciences, George Warren Brown
School of Social Work, SEAS, and the
Institute of Biomedical Computing), of
which $149 million went to the School of
Medicine, and nearly $13 million to other
schools. Our School of Medicine ranks third
nationally among NIH grantee medical
schools. Because the preponderance of
Washington University funding comes from
the National Institutes of Health (81 per
cent of School of Medicine funding and 26
percent of the aggregated funding of all
other schools), it is not just the School of
Medicine but the entire University that is
critically dependent on NIH's multidiscipli
nary support for its research and research
infrastructure, which benefit both faculty
and students.
[Noting that "as never before, it is criti
cal that Washington University find new
ways to support and enhance the research
endeavors of its faculty," Chancellor Mark
S. Wrighton on September 9 appointed
Theodore J. Cicero vice chancellor for
research. Until the time of his appoint
ment, Cicero was associate vice chancellor
for animal affairs and associate dean of the
School of Medicine.]
Susan E. Cullen is associate vice chancellor for research.
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Grand Entrance
Just as the new psychology
building's collegiate-gothic
grandeur suits the teaching
and research inside, so the
inviting entryway extends the
reception area beyond. Built of
warm stained-oak and copper,
the classic entrance is set in an
arching walkway through the
building's center. Visitors have
12-hour card-access during the
week; student/faculty key
cards open the doors any time.
The Department of Psychology,
in Arts and Sciences, moved
from Eads Hall to its new
Forsyth Avenue address last
December.
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